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STA-1 status from U.S. welcome, says India

India has welcomed the decision of the U.S. government to grant it the status of a trading partner
equivalent to its closest allies in the NATO. This decision is likely to boost India’s defence trade
with the U.S. The Ministry of External Affairs, in a statement, said it proved India’s responsible
record as a defence player.

“We welcome the announcement made by U.S. Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross in the Indo-
Pacific Business Forum on July 30, 2018, about the U.S. Government’s decision to move India
into Tier-1 of the Department of Commerce’s Strategic Trade Authorisation license exception. It is
a logical culmination to India’s designation as a Major Defence Partner of the U.S. and a
reaffirmation of India’s impeccable record as a responsible member of the concerned multilateral
export control regimes,” the Ministry of External Affairs said on Tuesday.

The decision comes just days before India and the U.S. are scheduled to hold the “2 plus 2”
dialogue consisting of the Foreign and Defence Ministers of both sides.

As a result of this move, India will require less number of licences for acquiring U.S. defence
exports.

High-tech weaponry

In 2016, the U.S. had recognised India as a “Major Defence Partner” but the STA-1 status will
open an entire array of high-tech weaponries that are available to the countries whose security
interests are closely linked with American security priorities.

Apart from India, other Asian countries in the STA-1 list are Japan and South Korea.

“This step will further facilitate trade and technology collaboration in defence and high technology
areas. We look forward to the U.S. side operationalising the decision at an early date,” the MEA
said.
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Towards war’s end: on Syria peace talks

Talks between representatives of Syria’s Kurdish rebels and President Bashar al-Assad’s regime
in Damascus bring a ray of hope to hundreds of thousands living in the country’s north and east.
After the talks last week, leaders of the Syrian Democratic Council, the political wing of the
Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces, said they were ready to work with the regime towards
creating “a democratic, decentralised Syria with a new system and a new form”. This was the first
time since the outbreak of war that a delegation was sent by Kurdish rebels to Damascus. During
the course of the war, both sides have more or less refrained from targeting each other. While the
Assad regime withdrew troops from the Kurdish areas in the early days of the civil war to defend
its coastal stronghold against the rebels, Kurdish fighters consolidated their position to establish
autonomous rule. When the Islamic State moved to Kurdish towns in 2015, the rebels, with help
from the U.S., successfully resisted them. Now they control almost a third of Syria, the largest
chunk of territories outside government rule. The talks also took place after the regime recaptured
Deraa in the south, the birthplace of the Syrian rebellion, after the rebels, apparently abandoned
by their regional and western backers, agreed to surrender as part of a Russia-mediated deal.
Most of Syria’s population centres are now controlled by the regime. In the south, rebels retain
some presence in parts of Quneitra. In the north, rebels and al-Qaeda-linked jihadists run the Idlib
province, while in the east the Kurds are in control.

Damascus’s strategy appears to be to seize the entire south and then move north. Before
attacking Idlib, the last stronghold of anti-regime rebels, the government is seeking to engage the
Kurds, and Kurdish militias say they could join the Idlib offensive with the government. Their
political leaders have also made it clear they are not seeking independence from Syria, and only
want to protect their autonomy. A recapture of the Kurdish areas by force is not a feasible option
for the regime. Some 2,000 U.S. soldiers are deployed in the Kurdish autonomous areas, and both
Russia and Syria would prefer not to get into a direct exchange of fire with U.S. soldiers. However,
a deal with the Kurds could upset Turkey, which sees Syrian Kurdish rebels as an extended arm of
the Kurdistan Workers Party, which it calls “terrorist”. The Syrian regime therefore has to do a
balancing act here, with support from Russia. In the battle for Deraa, Russia managed to convince
the U.S., Jordan and Israel that the regime’s capture of the province was the best-case scenario
for the region. Likewise, it could bring the U.S. and Turkey into a larger diplomatic attempt to end
the war in the east and the north, which would more or less stabilise Syria.
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Friends or Seoul-mates?

South Korean President Moon Jae-in’s four-day state visit to India early last month came at a time
when Mr. Moon’s administration is seeking to upgrade India-South Korea relations.

It was evident when Mr. Moon launched a foreign initiative called New Southern Policy last year
that he had decided to step up Seoul’s engagement with India and the ASEAN countries. That this
new engagement had a strategic element was seen when he sent a special envoy to India
immediately after assuming office. That step was a first in the annals of South Korea’s diplomatic
history, and it demonstrated its desire to shape a new paradigm of Seoul-New Delhi relations.

Additionally, this year, South Korea set up a state-run research centre on India and ASEAN under
the Korea National Diplomacy Academy, which is tasked with establishing a theoretical foundation
for the Moon administration’s vision to diversify strategic partnerships across the Asian region.

What lies behind Seoul’s reimagined diplomatic posture towards India? In recent times, South
Korea has been heavily impacted by power politics between the U.S. and China. The clash
between the two countries over the deployment of the U.S. Thaad missile defence system in the
Korean Peninsula set off an economic retaliation by China against South Korea, whose economy
is highly dependent on the Chinese market. Further, the ongoing U.S.-China trade war has
heightened uncertainty surrounding South Korea’s core economic interests. This has led to Seoul
reassessing risks associated with economic turbulence stemming from Chinese policies, which is
a threat to the national security of South Korea in some cases.

To escape the power politics in Northeast Asia, South Korean policymakers believe that Seoul
should diversify its relations with other major powers in the region, including India which they see
as a viable alternative partner. During his meeting with External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj,
Mr. Moon pointed out that his government wished to elevate relations with India to the same level
as with other major powers in the world — namely, the U.S., China, Japan and Russia.

There are multiple dimensions to the uptick in India-South Korea strategic ties, including working
together on ensuring freedom of navigation, overflight and unimpeded lawful commerce in the
Indo-Pacific region; South Korea backing India’s bid for Nuclear Suppliers Group membership,
especially when New Delhi has faced sustained opposition from China; and both nations working
with third countries on a tripartite basis for regional development, exemplified by plans for
capacity-building programmes in Afghanistan. Given the immense potential for cooperation to
bring about real change that could benefit India, South Korea and the broader region, Mr. Moon’s
visit signals a deepening of bilateral ties driven by mutual strategic interest.

The writer is a Research Professor at Hankuk University of Foreign Studies in Seoul
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Pak. seeks to resume dialogue with India

Pakistan on Thursday welcomed Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s congratulatory phone call to
Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf chief Imran Khan and said it wanted the resumption of bilateral talks,
which were halted in 2015.

On Monday, Mr. Modi telephoned Mr. Khan to congratulate him on his party’s victory in the
election, and hoped that “Pakistan and India will work to open a new chapter in bilateral ties.”

Mr. Khan thanked him for his wishes, and emphasised that disputes should be resolved through
dialogue.

During his weekly press briefing here, Foreign Office spokesperson Muhammad Faisal said he
hoped the phone call would pave the way for bilateral talks between India and Pakistan. He said
Pakistan was ready to host the SAARC Summit.

He hoped that it would lead to an improvement in ties with the SAARC member states, including
Afghanistan, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal, the Maldives and Sri Lanka, in addition to India. The
2016 SAARC Summit was to be held in Islamabad, but after a major terror attack on an Army
camp in Uri in J&K on September 18 that year, India expressed its inability to participate in it.

The summit was called off after Bangladesh, Bhutan and Afghanistan also declined to participate.
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Indo-US ties move one step closer

The United States has recently taken two major steps towards sustaining the defence relationship
with India. One, the US Congress passed a new sanctions bill against Russia that allowed for a
qualified exemption for India and other legacy buyers of Russian weapons. The bill now awaits
White House approval. Two, the Donald Trump administration announced India would be given
Strategic Trade Authorisation One (STA-1) status when it came to acquiring advanced US military
equipment. This status has so far been granted only to very close US allies – only 36 countries in
the world and none in South Asia have this standing.

The exemption from anti-Russian sanctions has still become actual law. More importantly it has
yet to be tested. Even the present language requires evidence of a reduced defence relationship
with Russia to be eligible for an exemption. And whether a country even deserves an exemption is
left to the discretion of the White House. But the signalling from Washington indicates that the US
accepts New Delhi’s Moscow connection.

The cynical will argue all this does is help the US to sell more expensive weaponry to India. This is
certainly a factor. US commerce secretary, Wilbur Ross, when announcing the move, noted the
lack of STA-1 status for India had affected over $ 9 billion worth of US arms sales to India.

However, the real import of this decision is strategic. Underlying the years of tortuous defence
negotiations between New Delhi and Washington is the recognition that if India is to maintain a
military edge over China that edge would come from technology. While the US is easily the world
leader in defence technology, it has also surrounded this with a thicket of legal and administrative
safeguards to ensure it does not get into the wrong foreign hands. India has been a victim of these
rules because it is not a formal US ally.

The Barack Obama administration redesignated India a “major defence partner” and thus a STA-2
country. But it also ruled India would have to join the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)before it
could be promoted to STA-1. The Trump administration has now removed that requirement.

There are more milestones to be passed. India needs to sign up to the US Communications,
Compatibility and Security Agreement, better known as Comcasa, so it can access to advanced
communications and surveillance technology. Ultimately, Indo-US defence cooperation needs to
move faster than the expansion of Chinese power on India’s periphery.

First Published: Aug 02, 2018 19:24 IST
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Engaging Naya Pakistan

The victory of Imran Khan’s Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) in the recent general elections in
Pakistan poses both challenges and opportunities for India. The challenge would be to engage a
newly minted Pakistani Prime Minister who is yet to reveal his way of conducting diplomacy. The
opportunity, even so, lies in the fact that the rise of Mr. Khan will enable India to deal with the
Pakistani ‘deep state’ more effectively.

Mr. Khan’s ‘victory speech’ had several well-meaning and conciliatory references to India which, if
logically followed up, could potentially yield long-term benefits for the two countries. But it may be
unrealistic to expect much movement in bilateral ties till India’s own general elections are
concluded.

Despite allegations of a rigged election in Pakistan in which the army is said to have enabled Mr.
Khan’s victory, it is widely recognised that there was a major groundswell of support for him. The
fact that his PTI left the rival Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz) far behind in terms of seat share,
and that the PTI, until recently a provincial party, made stunning inroads in all of Pakistan’s
provinces shows that the big story is also the rise of a charismatic Pakistani political leader seen
as incorruptible and visionary by young voters.

More significantly, despite concerns in India, religious parties have once again failed to convert
their street power into political outcomes, which goes to highlight the sheer lack of mass base for
terror outfits and their affiliates in Pakistan, and the moderate nature of its polity. This is not to say
that Mr. Khan has a clean record: he has been a supporter of Pakistan’s blasphemy law and has
in the past flirted with rightwing parties and terror outfits in Pakistan, which earned him the moniker
‘Taliban Khan’.

The central Indian concern, and a legitimate one, about Mr. Khan’s victory is whether he can
independently navigate a sustained policy process with New Delhi. India fears that the Pakistani
deep state, i.e. the army and the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), will decide the India policy, and
Mr. Khan will merely carry it out, if he is kept in the loop at all. A related concern is that the
Pakistani deep state is not keen on a dialogue process with New Delhi. While it is difficult to
predict the nature of the evolving relationship between an extremely popular Mr. Khan with the
Pakistani deep state, let’s assume, for argument’s sake, that Mr. Khan will be subservient to the
Pakistan army with regard to the country’s security policy. Whether that is desirable for the
Pakistani state and its democracy is not a question that should detain us here.

The question that should bother us is whether Mr. Khan being a puppet in the hands of the
Pakistan army is detrimental to Indian interests or not. India’s grievance in regard to civil-military
relations so far has been three-fold: one, the Pakistani deep state has a nefarious agenda vis-à-vis
India; two, dialogue with the Pakistani political establishment has often not been successful since
the Pakistani security establishment is often not on board the dialogue process; three, New Delhi’s
desire for peace becomes a casualty in the turf war between Pakistan’s deep state and its political
establishment.

Logically then, one could argue that the only way India can have a steady dialogue process with
Pakistan is when there is agreement between Pakistan’s deep state and its Prime Minister on
what the country’s India policy should be. If so, Mr. Khan’s closeness to the Pakistan army should
be viewed as an opportunity to have a fruitful dialogue with the Pakistani deep state without New
Delhi’s message to Rawalpindi getting lost in Islamabad. New Delhi, while engaged in a dialogue
with Islamabad, would not need to second-guess Rawalpindi’s intentions.
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Does the Pakistan army desire peace with India? Pakistan’s Army Chief, General Qamar Javed
Bajwa, has on several occasions spoken of the need to build peace with India, underscoring that
bilateral dialogue can lead to peace and stability in the region. There is, of course, no need to take
it at face value. However, if the Pakistan army proposes dialogue and if the new Prime Minister is
assumed to be on board such an objective, wouldn’t it suit Indian interests?

This begets more questions. Can this new-found civil-military equation in Pakistan withstand the
force of Mr. Khan’s personality traits and Pakistan’s political dynamics in the days ahead? Will Mr.
Khan’s relationship with the deep state continue as expected or will his unpredictable
temperament create more confusion? One would have to wait and watch.

Yet another angle that needs to be factored in while engaging Naya Pakistan is the rising regional
influence of China and the further strengthening of China-Pakistan ties. Both the Pakistan army
and the political class in Pakistan are upbeat about the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
and Chinese investments in Pakistan, notwithstanding Mr. Khan’s initial reservations about China.
It is possible that China could pacify some of Pakistan’s revisionist tendencies towards both
Afghanistan and India. In Wuhan, Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping
agreed to carry out joint projects in Afghanistan. This is perhaps the opportune time to implement
them. If (and that’s a big ‘if’) Beijing can get the Pakistan army to agree to a reconciliation process
in Afghanistan, and if New Delhi and Beijing can collaborate in Afghanistan, we may witness some
move towards regional stability. This would be helped by Mr. Khan’s desire to improve Pakistan-
Afghanistan relations.

In this plausible scenario, Kashmir is likely to be the wild card. Two lessons stand out from earlier
India-Pakistan negotiations: talks with Pakistan are unlikely to succeed if Kashmir continues to be
a domestic challenge for India; and talks with Kashmiri separatists will not get anywhere without a
parallel process with Pakistan. In other words, unless New Delhi reaches out to Kashmiri
separatists and to Pakistan in parallel, a dialogue process with Pakistan is unlikely to succeed.
Given that the Bharatiya Janata Party — after having pulled out of a difficult coalition with the
Peoples Democratic Party in Jammu and Kashmir — is gearing up to use the Kashmir issue in the
upcoming elections, there is unlikely to be much appetite in New Delhi to open a serious dialogue
with Kashmiris, and Pakistan.

In any case, Mr. Modi might not want to take a chance with Pakistan at this point since a failure to
show anything substantive from a peace process with Pakistan could have domestic political
implications, especially if ceasefire violations and terror attacks continue to take place.

Therefore, notwithstanding the positive statements from Mr. Khan and Mr. Modi’s gracious phone
call to him, we might not witness much progress in bilateral ties in the short term. The interlude
between the general elections in Pakistan and India is a period of extreme caution and careful
domestic calculations, and hence not conducive for bold foreign policy initiatives, especially on
something as fraught as India-Pakistan relations.

Happymon Jacob is Associate Professor of Disarmament Studies at JNU, New Delhi
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‘Mattala project with India is on’

No change:A view of the Mattala Rajapaksa International Airport, in the southeast of Sri
Lanka.AFP  

Days after Minister of State for Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha told Parliament that there was no
proposal for the Airports Authority of India (AAI) to acquire a controlling stake in Sri Lanka’s
Mattala Rajapaksa International Airport, a Sri Lankan Minister said talks on the project are
“progressing” with India.

Mr. Sinha’s remarks last week came at a time when three rounds of official negotiations were
completed on a likely joint venture between the AAI and the Airport & Aviation Services in Sri
Lanka, to run the loss-making Mattala airport, located in Sri Lanka’s Southern Province. The
Minister’s response to a question raised in Parliament, saying there was no such proposal, sent
confusing signals to Colombo, where top government officials are under the impression that the
deal is nearly final. The Indian government is yet to respond to the Minister’s remarks.

Queried by the local media on the development, Transport and Civil Aviation Minister Nimal
Siripala de Silva said the discussions on the development project of Mattala Airport are still under
way. “Most probably, the Indian Minister of State for Civil Aviation would have made such a
statement to the Indian Parliament since the agreement between two parties is yet to be finalised,”
he said, according to a report published in the State-run Daily News on Friday.

The two governments, after detailed negotiations, have agreed that India, with a 70% stake in the
joint venture, will contribute $225 million to revamp and run the airport, while the Sri Lankan side
will invest the balance. India will operate the airport on a 40-year lease, as per the draft
agreement, a top Transport and Civil Aviation Ministry official in Colombo told The Hindu ,
clarifying that “nothing has changed”.

Following an experts’ report that will look into technical aspects of the joint venture, the draft
agreement will be presented for Cabinet clearance. Minister Siripala de Silva earlier told
Parliament that he would table the agreement in the House, and act with “utmost transparency”. It
is an open secret that New Delhi’s strategic interests in running the airport, located near the
China-controlled port in Hambantota, outweighs commercial considerations.
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Sushma in Kyrgyzstan to boost ties

External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj held talks with her Kyrgyzstan counterpart, Erlan
Abdyldaev, on Saturday on deepening cooperation in trade, energy, defence, security and other
areas.

Ms. Swaraj arrived at Issyk Kul in eastern Kyrgyzstan on Friday on a two-day visit after wrapping
up her tour of Kazakhstan. She was received by Mr. Abdyldaev.

“Taking steps to tap the huge potential that exists between our two countries! EAM Sushma
Swaraj and Kyrgyzstan Foreign Minister Abdyldaev discussed opportunities for cooperation in
fields of trade and investment, defence and security, IT, health, HRD, tourism and joint film
production,” Raveesh Kumar, External Affairs Ministry spokesperson, tweeted. “Walking together
to take our relationship to new heights! EAM Sushma Swaraj and Foreign Minister of Kyrgyzstan
Erlan Abdyldaev proceed to the restricted format meeting in Issyk Kul,” he had said in a tweet
before the meeting.

Ms. Swaraj has interacted with Mr. Abdyldaev on a number of occasions, including on the margins
of the UN General Assembly in New York.

The Minister is on a three-nation tour of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan as part of India’s
efforts to boost strategic partnership with the resource-rich Central Asian nations. India and
Kyrgyzstan share multi-dimensional relations including political, parliamentary, defence, science
and technology and health.
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THE PROBLEM AT THE WTO
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade Organisation (WTO)

While Bretton Woods institutions were to embed the new financial trade order, U.S. Treasury
department official, Harry Dexter White, and economist John Maynard Keynes had more than
just the regulation of the international monetary system in mind at the time. An International
Trade Organisation (ITO) was also to be created to establish multilateral rules for the settlement
of trade disputes. Adherence to the rules of an international trade organisation was expected to
serve as an important domestic incentive (and imperative) for governments by allowing them to
resist protectionist demands and provide for greater legal certainty. Successive multilateral
conferences were held between 1946 and 1948, and led to the adoption of the Havana Charter,
a draft agreement for the creation of the ITO. But the ITO never came into existence as it was
eventually rejected by the U.S. when, in 1950, President Harry Truman announced that he
would not submit the Havana Charter to the Congress. The General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) came to replace the ITO, interestingly as an ad hoc and provisional mechanism.

Four decades later, the U.S. drove the agenda to establish the World Trade Organisation (WTO)
purely to pursue its own commercial interests. The U.S. has been long proven isolationist and
has never truly embraced the idea of a multilateral system in which its leadership could be
contested. So the recent ire against its very creations, from the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), and the less recent disenchantment
with NATO or UNESCO, is not surprising.

A closer look at the Doha round of trade negotiations shows that the U.S. may well have
consciously (or not) destroyed the negotiation process in formulating excessive demands that no
country was prepared to meet. After all, the priority of the Obama administration was not to
revive a dying WTO negotiation, but to concentrate on its newly created alternative, the TPP, to
contain its competitors: Europe and China. So much so that the current crisis with the WTO
dispute settlement system does not come as a surprise. In trade wars, the objective is not to
settle a dispute; it is to win the battle.

For years now, the multilateral system for the settlement of trade dispute has been under
intense scrutiny and constant criticism. The U.S. has systematically blocked the appointment of
new Appellate Body members (“judges”) and de facto impeded the work of the WTO appeal
mechanism. With only four working members out of seven normally serving office in July 2018,
the institution is under great stress. If no appointment is made, it will simply be destroyed by
December 2019, with only one remaining member to tackle a massive number of disputes that
are also increasingly hypertechnical. Importantly, the Appellate Body requires a core of three
members to decide a dispute.

Criticism against the dispute settlement system is not the monopoly of the U.S. Other WTO
members are expressing concerns over the politicisation of the Appellate Body appointment and
reappointment process; and the quasi-attribution of permanent Appellate Body seats to the U.S.
and the European Union (EU). There is concern that China may be on its way to having a
permanent seat.

But the main critique of the U.S. relates to “overreaching” or judicial activism. The WTO Dispute
Settlement Understanding stresses that the dispute panels cannot “add to or diminish the rights
and obligations” provided for by the WTO agreements. The U.S. has relentlessly attacked the
practice of some Appellate Body members continuing to hear cases which have been assigned
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to them during their tenure. However, the U.S. has to be blamed for this situation. With no fresh
filling up of vacancies and reappointment of members whose terms are expiring, Washington is
deliberately pushing the WTO legal mechanism to the brink. It is more than evident that the U.S.
is not willing to be judged by an independent multilateral quasi-judicial institution. One needs to
bear in mind that the WTO dispute settlement mechanism is not a world trade court. The
process remains political and diplomatic. The very existence of an appeal mechanism is now
paradoxically questioned at a time the global community criticises the absence of the same
mechanism in Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS). Solutions are proposed to ease the
work of a congested body from the establishment of committees to arbitration, but the roots of
the problems are not seriously addressed.

Since 2013, a Chinese-style garden welcomes the visitor to the WTO. As always with China, the
metaphor illustrates a profound reality and is not short of pragmatism. Beijing might well be the
new WTO leader and China’s growing assertiveness may be the reason for the U.S.’s hard
posturing. Since its accession to the Organisation, in 2001, and despite an extremely demanding
protocol of accession designed by the U.S. and the EU to literally constrain its emerging power
and limit the impact of its commercial domination on their own economies, China has largely
benefited from the rules-based WTO system. In less than a decade since its first dispute, China
has accumulated a vast experience close to that of the U.S. or Europe. This strategic and
selective normative acculturation has been an empowering one — so much so that Beijing,
together with a few others, the EU, and to some extent India, is now the main supporter of
multilateralism. But does an undemocratic and statist China hold the legitimacy to take the lead
while its genuine adhesion to the market economy is very much challenged by its main trading
partners? The recent EU-China proposal to promote the reform of the WTO is said to combat
“unilateralism and protectionism” but might well fail to address unfair trade issues raised against
China itself. Beijing is unlikely to unite with Brussels against Washington.

But the world has changed and multilateral institutions now have to embed these changes.
Today’s WTO crisis might well be the last ditch battle to retain control over a Western-centric
organisation. The time has come for the emerging economies and the developing world to have
a greater say in how to shape multilateralism and its institutions.

Leïla Choukroune is Professor of International Law and Director of the Thematic Initiative in
Democratic Citizenship, University of Portsmouth, U.K. James J. Nedumpara is Professor of
International Economic Law and Head of the Centre for International Trade and Investment Law,
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New Delhi
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THREATS TO EU VALUES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: European Union (EU)

European Union members enjoy impunity even when their own domestic laws seem
incompatible with the bloc’s core values, as Poland and Hungary show. The latest infringement
proceedings against the two countries underscore the EU’s limits in enforcing compliance with
common democratic standards, given the bloc’s stringent requirement of unanimity among all
member states to punish offending members.

There have been several cases of infringement of EU norms by the two countries. In December
2017, the EU referred Poland and Hungary, besides others, to the European Court of Justice for
non-compliance with the decision to admit refugees as a part of the 2015 relocation plan. In
June, both countries were brought under the scanner of the European Parliament, again for
flouting democratic values. A relevant committee voted, in only a first step, to launch a rule of
law procedure against Hungary, while Poland’s Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki was grilled
by ministers from national capitals responsible for EU affairs. Last month, the European
Commission sent the Hungarian government a letter of formal notice over the “Stop Soros” law,
among other things, for breach of the EU’s charter of fundamental rights. The law makes it a
criminal offence to help asylum seekers, in contravention of international humanitarian laws. It
takes aim at the pro-EU stance of the financier George Soros and is also viewed as anti-Semitic.
But Prime Minister Viktor Orban has retorted that the law merely echoes popular will, expressed
in his re-election in April.

In Poland, the violations relate, among others, to the ruling conservative Law and Justice Party’s
forced retirement of a swathe of judges in July. The move mirrors a provision in Hungary’s 2011
constitution to lower the age of retirement of judges which led to the instant removal of many
judges. Budapest and Warsaw have sought to cast their retrograde judicial reforms in terms of
completing the post-Communist transition and a return to their conservative roots.

In theory, both states could be stripped of their voting rights in the EU and face financial
sanctions. But each also knows that a unanimous decision by the bloc, under Article 7 of the
Lisbon Treaty, could be vetoed by the other. In fact, the British member of the centre-right
European People’s Party in the European Parliament voted in June to oppose the move to
launch proceedings against Budapest. The conservative group’s refusal so far to act against an
errant member is a tacit endorsement of the Eurosceptic position against EU meddling with the
internal laws of states.

The most serious threat to the bloc’s fundamental values comes from none other than many of
the EU’s founder member states themselves. The extreme right is in government in Italy,
entered Germany’s parliament last year, and performed well in France’s 2017 presidential poll.

The writer is a Deputy Editor at The Hindu in Chennai
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with people we come across often in our daily lives.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-08

DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED BY U.S. STEPS, SAYS RUSSIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's
interests

Russia on Tuesday said that it was “deeply disappointed” by U.S. President Donald Trump’s
decision to re-impose unilateral sanctions on Iran.

“We are deeply disappointed by U.S. steps to reimpose its national sanctions against Iran,” the
Russian Foreign Ministry said in a statement. It said it will do “everything necessary” to save the
2015 Iran nuclear deal.

“This is a clear example of Washington violating UN Resolution 2231 (on the Iran deal) and
international law,” the statement said. Moscow said the nuclear agreement has “shown its
effectiveness”.

It called on the international community “not to allow such significant achievements in
multilateral diplomacy to be sacrificed in the name of American aspirations to settle political
scores with Iran.”
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-09

PAK. TROOPS TO GET TRAINING AT RUSSIAN
INSTITUTES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

Pakistan’s Army chief Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa.  

For the first time, Pakistani soldiers will undergo training at Russian military institutes after the
two countries signed an agreement related to it, in a sign of further strengthening their defence
ties.

The agreement was signed on Tuesday at the conclusion of the first meeting of Russia-Pakistan
Joint Military Consultative Committee (JMCC), the highest forum of their defence collaboration,
according to Pakistan’s Defence Ministry.

“Both countries signed the contract on admission of service members of Pakistan in RF’s
(Russian Federation) Training Institutes,” the Ministry said.

The Russian side was led by Deputy Defence Minister Col Gen. Alexander V. Fomin, who
visited Pakistan on August 6-7 to attend the first session of the JMCC. Lt. Gen (retd.) Zamir ul
Hassan Shah, Secretary Defence, led the Pakistani delegation during the meeting.

Prior to the inaugural meeting, held in Rawalpindi, the visiting dignitary called on the Secretary
Defence and the Defence Minister. The two sides discussed the present status of their defence
relations with the aim to further strengthen, expand and diversify mutual cooperation.

During the inaugural session of the JMCC, both sides exchanged views on bilateral and major
international issues, including the situation in West Asia and Afghanistan, the Ministry said.

A comprehensive issue-based review was also carried out during which the two countries
expressed satisfaction on the milestones achieved since the signing of the defence cooperation
agreement in 2014.

An Army spokesman said that Col. Gen. Fomin met Army chief Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa and
discussed the regional security situation and matters of mutual interest, including enhancement
of bilateral defence and security cooperation.

Gen. Fomin expressed his appreciation for Pakistan Army’s achievements against terrorism and
expressed requirement of greater cooperative and collaborative approach among global
community to defeat extremism.

Pakistan’s defence ties with Russia have moved past the bitter Cold War hostilities in recent
years and the chill in the relations between Pakistan and the U.S. has further pushed the country
towards Russia and China.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-09

‘CPEC WON’T CREATE DEBT BURDEN’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developing countries on India's
interests

Pakistan on Wednesday defended its economic partnership with China, amid fears that the
terms of opaque multi-billion dollar investments by Beijing could be exacerbating Islamabad’s
economic woes as it considers a fresh IMF bailout.

“We have noted recent media reports questioning the viability of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), claiming that it would create an unbearable debt burden for Pakistan,” the
government said in a statement.

“Such media reports are often one-sided, distort facts, and are based on irresponsible
statements by individuals who either have no understanding of CPEC or are driven by ulterior
motives,” the statement continued.

Opaque funding terms

The opaqueness of the CPEC terms has led to concerns as Pakistan faces a looming balance-
of-payments crisis, with analysts saying it will need to take urgent action, potentially seeking a
bailout from the International Monetary Fund.

“It is because of the favourable financing arrangements that Pakistan opted for Chinese
investment under CPEC,” said the statement, issued under the caretaker administration
currently running the country. Chinese energy companies have “raised funds from Chinese
banks and investors”, and these do not constitute any debt obligation on Pakistan, the statement
said.

The details come after U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo voiced concerns in July over any
IMF bailout being used to repay Islamabad’s debts to China, with whom Washington is engaged
in a trade war.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
INDONESIA ON HEALTH COOPERATION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Indonesia on
Health cooperation

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 5:08PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved the
signing the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India and Indonesia on
health cooperation.

 

The MoU covers the following areas of cooperation:-

 

Research and development, active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) and IT-
based medical equipment;

a.

Human Resource Development;b.
Health services; andc.
Any other area as may be mutually agreed upon.d.

 

A Working Group will be set up to further elaborate the details of cooperation and to
oversee the implementation of this MoU.

 

************

AKT/SH
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CABINET APPROVES SIGNING OF MOU BETWEEN
INDIA AND CANADA ON COLLABORATION AMONG
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT INSTITUTIONS  
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- Other groupings and agreements

Cabinet

Cabinet approves signing of MoU between India and
Canada on collaboration among Chartered Accountant
Institutions  

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 5:05PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved the signing of
the "Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)" between "Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India (ICAI)" and "Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada (CPA Canada)".

 

Details:

 

Approval of the Cabinet has been granted in respect of Ex-post facto approval of the MoU
signed in 2011 and approval for signing of MoU between ICAI, India and CPA, Canada and the
MoU envisages arrangements for reciprocal membership that will apply to the respective
members of both the Institutes subject to specified criteria. The MoU also includes further
collaboration on the definition, learning, and evaluation of the professional qualities and skills
and competencies of entry-level Chartered Accountants.

 

Impact:

 

The aim is to work together to develop a mutually beneficial relationship in the best interest of
ICAI members, students and their organizations. The MoU will provide an opportunity to the ICAI
members to expand their professional horizon and simultaneously ICAI will become an entity to
aid strengthen brand building of local nations. The MoU will foster strong working relations
between the ICAI & CPA Canada.

 

Beneficiaries:
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The MoU would help encourage more and more young Indian Chartered Accountants to take up
the recognition of "CPA Canada" professional designation to further help them pursue
professional opportunities in Canada. A number of Indian Chartered Accountants are holding top
level positions in Canadian companies and with the recognition from CPA Canada, the
Canadian Corporates would trust Indian talent and skills more and proceed to hire them.

 

Implementation strategy and Targets

 

The MoU will apply to members of good standing who have gained membership in the ICAI or
one of the Canadian Provincial CPA bodies by meeting the education, examination and practical
experience requirements of the ICAI or the Canadian Provincial CPA bodies respectively. This
agreement does not automatically apply to individuals who have gained membership of the ICAI
or the Canadian Provincial CPA Bodies through another agreement with a third party.

 

Background

 

 ICAI is a statutory body established by an Act of Parliament of India, The Chartered
Accountants Act, 1949', to regulate the profession of Chartered Accountancy in India. “CPA
Canada" Institute is the national organization established to support a unified Canadian
accounting profession.

 

************

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
KOREA ON TRADE REMEDY COOPERATION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - East Asia

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Korea on Trade
Remedy Cooperation

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 5:04PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi gave its ex-post facto approval
to the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India and Korea on Trade Remedy
Cooperation.

 

The MoU was signedin July 2018 during the State visit of President of Korea to India.

 

The MoU will promote cooperation between the two countries in the area of trade remedies viz.
anti-dumping, subsidy and countervailing and safeguard measures, which will enhance the
bilateral trade relations.

 

************

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

CABINET APPROVES MOU BETWEEN INDIA AND
INDONESIA ON SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
COOPERATION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

Cabinet

Cabinet approves MoU between India and Indonesia on
Scientific and Technological Cooperation

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 5:00PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between India and Indonesia on Scientific and
Technological Cooperation.

 

 The MoU was signed by Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Minister for Science, Technology and Earth
Sciences at New Delhi in May 2018 and Mr. Mohamad Nasir, Minister for Research, Technology
and Higher Education, Indonesia on the Indonesian side at Jakarta in May 2018. Signing of the
MoU will open a new chapter in bilateral relations as both sides will now leverage
complementary strengths spurred by a significant convergence of mutual interests in science
and technology.

 

The objective of the MoU is to promote cooperation in the fields of science and technology
between India and Indonesia on the basis of equality and mutual benefit. The stake-holders will
include researchers from scientific organizations, academia, R&D laboratories and companies
from India and Indonesia. Information and Communication Technology; Marine Science &
Technology; Life Sciences (including Biotechnology, Agriculture and Biomedical Sciences);
Energy Research; Water Technologies; Disaster Management; Space Sciences, Technology
and Applications; Geospatial Information and Applied Chemistry were identified as potential
areas for immediate collaboration.

************

AKT/SH
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-10

DEVELOPMENT OF RAILWAY FACILITIES IN SRI
LANKA BY INDIAN RAILWAYS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

Ministry of Railways

Development of Railway facilities in Sri Lanka by Indian
Railways

Posted On: 09 AUG 2018 3:17PM by PIB Delhi

Two Public Sector Undertakings, namely IRCON International Limited and RITES
Limited, have signed agreement with Government of Sri Lanka for development of
railway facilities.

IRCON International Limited has signed agreement in following areas:

(i) Rehabilitation of Colombo-Matara Coastal Railway line on 06.03.2009;

(ii) Restoration of Medawachchiya–Madhu Road Railway line in Northern
province of Sri Lanka on 17.08.2010;

(iii) Restoration of Madhu Road–Talai Mannar Pier Railway line in Northern
province of Sri Lanka on 09.06.2010;

(iv) Restoration of Omanthai–Pallai Railway line in Northern province of Sri
Lanka on 10.01.2010;

(v) Restoration of Pallai–KKS Railway line in Northern province of Sri Lanka on
26.06.2012;

(vi) Installation of signalling and telecommunication system in Railway line in
Northern province of Sri Lanka on 17.08.2012.

RITES Limited has signed agreement with Government of Sri Lanka for supply of
rolling stock, manufactured by Indian Railways, including six sets of Diesel Multiple
Units (DMU) with air conditioned compartments (2 AC compartments per DMU)
comprising of seventy eight coaches and ten numbers Diesel Electric Locomotives
with AC-AC traction system.

This information was given by the Minister of State of Railways, Shri Rajen Gohain in
a written reply to a question in Lok Sabha today.

****
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-10

‘INDIA GAINED EXPONENTIALLY FROM U.S. NUCLEAR
DEAL’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Shyam SaranSushil Kumar Verma  

India has gained exponentially from the Indo-U.S. civilian nuclear deal, said former Foreign
Secretary Shyam Saran, at an event to mark 10 years since U.S. nuclear restrictions were lifted
on India. He listed permanent access to nuclear fuel and a change in international perception as
the biggest benefits for India since the U.S. Congress passed the deal in September 2008.

“Today we have long term agreements for fuel with at least a dozen countries. From being a
target of technology denial regimes, and also [being targeted for nuclear] testing, we are now not
a target. No one now objects when India conducts a missile test,” said Mr. Saran, who was
subsequently Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s special envoy and Chairman of the National
Security Advisory Board.

Three errors

Speaking at the same function, organised by the Society for Policy Studies, former Foreign
Secretary S. Jaishankar said India’s decision to go ahead with the civilian nuclear deal in 2008
was an effort to reverse “three strategic errors”.

“There was the error of partition, where we lost our territory, the error of economics where many
of the reforms of the 90s should have come earlier, and on the nuclear side, had we pushed our
nuclear programme as consistently as China did in the 1950s, we could have made the Non
Proliferation Treaty deadline.”

Speaking about China’s opposition in 2016 to India’s membership application for the Nuclear
Suppliers group (NSG), Mr. Saran said he didn’t think it was “likely” that the membership would
come through in the “near future,” although, Mr. Jaishankar said he would “not rule it out,” given
geopolitical shifts that could change China’s perceptions.

Cut-off date

The Nuclear Suppliers group had made 1967 the cut-off date for declaring nuclear powers,
which India missed as it conducted its first nuclear test in 1974, which resulted in sanctions and
cutting off of assistance from western countries. In 1998, after the Pokhran tests, India faced
further sanctions, which led to many hardships, said Mr. Jaishankar, as he described the journey
to 2005, when India and the U.S. signed a breakthrough defence framework agreement that
changed the course of the relationships.

Both Mr. Saran and Mr. Jaishankar were part of the Indian diplomatic team that travelled to the
U.S. in July 2008, and negotiated the contours of the agreement that would have to be cleared
by the U.S. Congress where many opposed the George Bush plan to end nuclear restrictions on
India and begin nuclear trade. “Our biggest problem was that a gentleman called Barack Obama
posed the most difficulties about the deal and he was not even prepared to meet us,” said Mr.
Jaishankar, to laughs from the audience, as he described “killer amendments” that the former
U.S. Senator, who later became U.S. President, tried to introduce.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-11

ENDLESS WAR: ON SAUDI ARABIA'S STRIKE IN
YEMEN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developing countries on India's
interests

The attack on a bus in a crowded market in southern Yemen that killed at least 45 people, most
of them children, is the latest atrocity in the military intervention led by Saudi Arabia that began
over three years ago. During this period, Riyadh has paid little attention to growing international
criticism of its use of excessive force in Yemen, which plunged the country, among the poorest
in West Asia, into what the United Nations calls the world’s most severe humanitarian crisis. The
bus attack comes a week after Saudi war planes targeted the port city Hodeida, which is already
under siege, killing at least 28 people and wounding dozens more. Since Saudi Arabia launched
air strikes on Yemen’s Shia Houthi rebels, who captured huge swathes of territory, including the
capital Sanaa, the civilian toll has been particularly high. The Saudi-led coalition, backed by the
U.S., targeted public infrastructure, killed thousands of civilians, displaced hundreds of
thousands more and even laid siege to major cities, blocking food and aid supplies. With no
functional government in place and the rebels fighting the Saudi invasion, Yemen’s 28 million
people have been practically abandoned by the world. In recent years, the country has had an
unprecedented cholera outbreak that killed over 2,000 people. The health-care system has
collapsed, millions of people have been cut off from regular access to clean water, and more
than eight million people threatened by acute hunger.

Saudi Arabia has not been deterred by any of this. Nor has it come under any serious
international pressure to halt its catastrophic campaign. Its response to the bus bombing has
been callous: it said the attack was “a legitimate military action”, and accused the rebels of using
children as human shields. The Saudis say the Houthi rebels are backed by Iran, its regional
rival; also that its campaign has been on behalf of the internationally recognised government of
Yemen. Curiously, Yemeni President Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi is nowhere to be seen; he is
reported to be under house arrest in Riyadh. The military campaign has been a failure from a
strategic point of view as well. After more than three years of relentless bombing, the rebels are
still entrenched in their areas of influence, including Sanaa. It is high time the international
community paid serious attention to the voices of the battered Yemenis. The U.S. continues to
support this disastrous aggression, with other leading global powers failing to do anything more
than condemn rights violations. The plight of Yemenis will get progressively worse unless
enough pressure is brought to bear upon Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, the de facto
ruler of Saudi Arabia and the main architect of the Kingdom’s aggressive foreign policy. He
should stop the war and push for a negotiated settlement between the Yemeni government and
the rebels.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-11

CURTAIN RAISER: EXERCISE SCO PEACE MISSION
2018
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO

Ministry of Defence

Curtain Raiser: Exercise SCO Peace Mission 2018

Posted On: 10 AUG 2018 5:06PM by PIB Delhi

 As part of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) initiatives, SCO Peace Mission Exercise
is conducted biennially for SCO member states. The joint exercise for the year 2018 will be
conducted by Central Military Commission of Russia from 22 August to 29 August 2018 at
Chebarkul, Chelyabinsk, Russia. This will be a historic occasion due to the maiden participation
of India post becoming a full member of the SCO in June 2017. This exercise marks a major
milestone in the multilateral relations of SCO member nations. The exercise will involve tactical
level operations in an international counter insurgency or counter terrorism environment under
SCO Charter. 

Indian contingent of 200 personnel is primarily composed of troops from infantry and affiliated
arms & services alongwith Indian Air Force. The Indian contingent has been put through a
strenuous training schedule which includes firing, heliborne operations, combat conditioning,
tactical operations and house intervention drills.

 The entire exercise contingent will reach the exercise location on  14 August, wherein the initial
days will be utilised for operational orientation with exercise setting and terrain. The staff phase
of the exercise will be conducted from 22 August to 28 August 18 in which Indian contingent will
establish a Joint Staff Headquarters and conduct a staff exercise prior to the evolution of a joint
operational plan.  The opening ceremony for the exercise will be conducted on      22 August.
The field training phase of the exercise will be conducted on 29 August which will encompass
live firing by air, attack helicopters, artillery, infantry combat vehicles & infantry weapons. The
closing ceremony will be conducted on 29 August 2018.

 The joint exercise will strengthen mutual confidence, interoperability and enable sharing of best
practices among armed forces of SCO Nations. It will be a landmark event in the history of SCO
defence cooperation.

 

******

Col Aman Anand

PRO (Army)

(Release ID: 1542627) Visitor Counter : 406
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-12

TIGHT-FISTED NEIGHBOUR? INDIAN AID TO SAARC
NATIONS FALLS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SAARC

India’s financial assistance to SAARC neighbours declined considerably in the past five years, a
reply by the government in Parliament this week showed.

The startling figures were revealed in the Lok Sabha in answer to a question whether India had
completed projects committed to countries in the neighbourhood. Minister of State for External
Affairs V.K. Singh submitted a chart of India’s grant assistance (GA), or projects financed
through a grant, to neighbouring countries. According to the figures, the GA actually fell from Rs.
5,928.6 crore for 2013-14 to Rs. 3,483.6 crore for 2017-18 for Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
the Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka combined.

Significantly, the drop for most SAARC countries was most steep in 2014, the year the NDA
government launched its tenure with the “Neighbourhood First” slogan. The one exception was
the Maldives, to which Indian assistance has been consistently increasing year on year since
2013, despite the dip in bilateral ties. The Maldives is the only country of the grouping that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has not yet visited, and despite rising tensions between New Delhi and
Male over the conduct of elections this year and the crackdown on the Opposition parties by
President Abdulla Yameen, Indian largesse appears to have increased ten-fold to the islands:
from Rs. 9.67 crore in 2013-14 to Rs. 109.24 crore.

When contacted, the External Affairs Ministry declined to make any formal comment. In its reply
in Parliament, the Ministry had said: “An assessment of fund requirement is made before each
financial year, based on the progress in execution aligned with project implementation cycle.
Time lines fixed for projects vary, and are determined based on consultations with host
governments and ground situation.”

However, officials gave a number of explanations for the downtrend. “Our commitment to the
neighbourhood has never been as strong,” said an Indian diplomat now serving in the region,
explaining that the GA figures did not include the lines of credit extended to Nepal, Sri Lanka
and Bangladesh. These lines of credit are given at the minimal interest rates of 1-2%, the official
explained, compared with loans offered by China at 6-7%.

Another South Block official strongly denied the contention that the declining figures showed a
flagging interest in the government’s neighbourhood policy. The official said financial assistance
had a “cyclical” nature, and the GA figures for 2018-19 were expected to be higher for each of
the countries involved. The GA for Nepal in 2017-18 was Rs. 303.26 crore, for instance, and
was expected to rise this year to Rs. 650 crore, provided the government in Kathmandu was
able to absorb the additional aid, he added.

“These [trends] are mainly related to project cycles,” concurred the former Ambassador to
Afghanistan Amar Sinha, who was also Secretary (Economic Relations) before he retired. “Both
our major projects — the Salma dam and the Afghanistan Parliament — were done and handed
over [in this period]. So there is a natural tapering until we undertake the next major project.”

When asked, officials conceded that one of the major reasons for the decline was that many
projects had been completed in the neighbourhood, and there were fewer projects started in the
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period since 2014.

In Afghanistan, India has shifted to work on small development projects (SDPs) rather than the
ambitious highways, dams and big building projects that were started in 2008-09. In
Bangladesh, the main grant for land acquisition for the Akhaura-Agartala rail “last link” project
has now been completed. In Bhutan, which has always received the largest share of Indian
assistance, the assistance required for major hydroelectric power plants like Punatsanghchu 1
and 2 and Mangdechu has been disbursed 75-90%, said officials, while Indian assistance to
Bhutan’s 11th five-year plan (2013-2017) has been handed over nearly fully. In Sri Lanka, the
decline was explained by delays in land acquisition for 15,000 homes to be built by India in the
plantation areas, though the work on 45,000 homes in the north and east of the island has been
completed.

India is still completing three main projects in Maldives: a police academy, a coastal radar
project, and the refit of MNDF ship Huravee . An offer to build a new Defence Ministry building is
pending, which explains why the Maldives alone is the outlier to an otherwise declining trend in
neighbourhood aid.
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2018-08-13

THE REFERENDUM 2020 HAS PUT A STRAIN ON INDIA-
UK TIES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - UK

It’s tempting to dismiss the Sikh radicals-led ‘Punjab Referendum 2020’ rally at London as “a
stunt without status”, a term former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s used to trash
Amnesty International’s reports on troubled Northern Ireland. But Sunday’s spectacle at
Trafalgar Square, aimed at rallying support for a separate Sikh homeland, was more than a
mere publicity stunt. It was attended by 2,500 expatriate Sikh hardliners, mostly from Britain, still
wedded to the long lost cause of Khalistan.

This event not only signifies the propaganda-potential of ragtag radical groups operating from
foreign soils, but Indian security agencies also see in it an insidious play by Pakistan’s Inter
Services Intelligence (ISI) through a project, codenamed ‘Op Express’, to play the Sikh card and
revive turmoil in peaceful Punjab. Such sinister portents are not unfounded. The posters calling
for Sikh referendum, a cause célèbre of a US-based advocacy group Sikhs for Justice, sprung
up in major gurdwaras in Pakistan during the annual Sikh pilgrimages in recent months . Some
of the brains behind the London event had a criminal-militant past in the dossiers of Indian
security agencies, before they fled India. This explains India’s alarm and alacrity behind its
frantic ---- and eventually in vain ---- diplomatic moves to block the pro-referendum show. The
Westminster, however, played hardball, refusing to disallow the radicals’ gathering on grounds
of freedom of expression. The only comfort New Delhi got was from a parallel ‘pro-India’ show of
Britain-based NRIs.

Back home in Punjab, the latest pro-Khalistan antic found no favour from any quarters, not even
with pro-Khalistan splinter groups such as Dal Khalsa and Akali Dal (Amritsar). Rather, political
parties closed ranks in condemning the bogey of Khalistan. Chief Minister Captain Amarinder
Singh called the London event as “an attempt by a handful of frustrated ISI-backed foreign-
based Sikhs to foment trouble in India”.

The fallout of the event will largely be on India-UK relations. New Delhi made no effort to hide its
irritation over allowing “a separatist activity which impinged on India’s territorial integrity and
seeks to propagate violence, secessionism and hatred”. The episode has further strained the
already not-so-cordial India-UK ties in the uncertain times of Brexit and its impact on bilateral
trade.

But, what is certain is that India will keep up its tough stance on Sikh radicals active in some
foreign countries. Earlier, New Delhi had driven home its no-nonsense approach to Canada,
forcing it to course correct its approach towards the anti-India fringe in the Sikh diaspora. In that
sense, the London event is a wake-up for India to not lower its guard on security and diplomatic
fronts.

First Published: Aug 13, 2018 19:33 IST
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-14

CHINA TO EXPAND ENERGY FOOTPRINT IN IRAN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's
interests

The next episode of friction between Beijing and Washington could be staged in Iran, where a
top Chinese energy firm, defying latest U.S. sanctions, is likely to expand its stake in a giant
Iranian gas field.

Iran’s state-run news agency IRNA has reported that China National Petroleum Corporation
(CNPC), the world’s third-largest oil and gas firm, has replaced Total, the French energy giant, in
the South Pars 11 project. “China National Petroleum Corp (CNPC) has replaced Total of
France with an 80.1% stake in the phase 11 of the South Pars (gas field),” IRNA quoted
Mohammad Mostafavi, director of investment of Iran’s state oil firm NIOC, as saying.

World’s largest gas field

South Pars is the world’s single largest natural gas field, which is being developed in several
phases. In 2017, Total acquired a 50.1% stake in the South Pars 11 project, following the 2015
sanctions-easing Iran nuclear deal. CNPC held a 30% stake, while the rest was allocated to
Iran’s Petropars Ltd. But after its withdrawal from the Iran atomic deal in May, Washington gave
foreign firms 90 to 180 days limit to scrap their businesses from Iran.

Following the U.S. demand, Total has apparently fallen in line. Bloomberg quoted Total head
Patrick Pouyanne as saying last month that, “Within the U.S. legal framework, we can’t work in
Iran.”

Reuters had previously reported that the $1 billion deal signed last July gave the Chinese firm
the option to take over Total’s stake if it left Iran. Tweaking remarks made earlier to IRNA,
Mohammad Mostafavi of NIOC said on Saturday that there is change in the contract to develop
the South Pars 11 gas field. “The role of the members of the consortium developing this project
is in accordance with the provisions of the contract, and there is still no formal change in these
provisions.”

Chinese Foreign Ministry in the past has maintained that it is opposed to “unilateral sanctions”
imposed by the U.S. against Iran.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-14

INDIA REJECTS U.K. PROPOSAL ON DNA TESTS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - UK

If no report was given within the stipulated time frame, the illegal migrant would be deported
automatically.

The agreement was put on indefinite hold after National Security Adviser Ajit Doval conveyed
that the 15-day limit was unworkable.

Unethical, said India

“In one of the meetings, the U.K. authorities suggested that the nationality of document-less
illegal migrants suspected to be Indians could be established by matching DNA samples of their
family members living here. We raised objections that this was a breach of privacy and
unethical. How do we know that the document-less person is an Indian,” said a senior Home
Ministry official who attended the meeting.

According to the British government’s estimates, there are around 1,00,000 Indians overstaying
their visa in the U.K.

India has contested this and said that as per their estimate, the number will not be more than
2,000.

U.K. teams

Post-April, at least two high-level delegations from the U.K. have raised the issue with India.

During her first visit to India on November 7, 2016, British Prime Minister Theresa May said the
U.K. would consider an improved visa deal “if at the same time we can step up the speed and
volume of returns of Indians with no right to remain in the U.K.”
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-16

THE CURRENCY TURMOIL IN TURKEY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's
interests

The Turkish lira lost a fifth of its value against the U.S. dollar last week, hitting a new low on
Monday before some recovery later in the week. The currency has lost over 40% of its value
against the dollar this year.

The U.S. Treasury had recently sanctioned two Turkish Ministers in response to Turkey’s
continuing detention of American pastor Andrew Brunson on spying and terror charges. Mr.
Brunson was detained in 2016 as part of President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s crackdown
following an unsuccessful coup against him. U.S. President Donald Trump also said last week
that he would double import tariffs on Turkish steel and aluminium. While these tensions
precipitated the lira’s descent, there are other underlying causes. The Turkish economy has
been in overdrive, centred on a construction and consumption boom; inflation was more than
15% in July; and the country has had a high current account deficit and soaring foreign debt. A
strengthening dollar and higher interest rates in the U.S. have compounded the lira’s troubles.
Mr. Erdogan’s tightening grip on institutions has further exacerbated the situation.

Mr. Erdogan has said that the U.S. has stabbed Ankara in the back. He also said that the lira
would stabilise soon as there was no “economic basis” for its fall. The President urged Turks to
boycott U.S. electronic goods, and slapped retaliatory tariffs on American cars and alcohol. The
Turkish Interior Ministry is also probing 346 social media accounts for undermining confidence in
the economy.

To calm markets, Turkey’s central bank, on Monday, promised to provide the liquidity needed by
banks. Finance Minister Berat Albayrak, who is also Mr. Edrogan’s son-in-law, vowed to defend
the lira. Turkish regulators also stepped in to curb foreign accounts from placing bets against the
lira.

On Tuesday, the Indian rupee breached the 70 mark against the dollar for the first time, largely
caused by the lira’s fall. Analysts have been concerned that the turmoil could hit other
(emerging) markets. European banks that own significant stakes in Turkish lenders are also at
risk. For now it looks like the lira is recovering but, longer term, Turkey will likely raise the
already high interest rates, or it may even look to the IMF for financing.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-16

THE MARKET ACROSS THE BORDER
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

In his speech on July 26, after his electoral victory, Pakistan Prime Minister-elect and Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) chief Imran Khan conveyed a sense of hope when he spoke of the need
for harmonious relations with neighbouring countries, including India. He also laid emphasis on
better bilateral trade relations. Given the immense potential and the peace dividend that comes
with it, it was no wonder that the statement was largely welcomed by trade circles in Pakistan
and India.

Over the last five years, the bilateral trade trajectory has been volatile. From a high of $2.70
billion in 2013-14, it fell to $2.40 billion in 2017-18. During this time, while Pakistan’s exports to
India were (and have been) fairly consistent, India’s exports decreased. Overall, India still
manages to have a significant trade surplus with Pakistan (about $1.4 billion in 2017-18).
Interestingly, these figures reflect only the direct trade between the two countries. Indirect trade
(largely routed through a third country like the United Arab Emirates) is estimated by much
research to be up to 10 times more — exemplifying the existence of a huge bilateral trade
potential, provided the tariff and non-tariff barriers are addressed and steps taken towards
increasing awareness and building confidence among the trading communities.

In a highly integrated and interdependent global economy, regional value chains provide
opportunities for India and Pakistan to diversify their exports and imports and intensify their
integration into the global economy.

In an attempt to explore potential areas of increasing trade between India and Pakistan, a study
by the Bureau of Research on Industry and Economic Fundamentals (BRIEF), New Delhi,
looked at developing bilateral, product-specific, regional value chains. This included sectors
such as textile and clothing, sports goods and surgical equipment. In textiles, while there is an
existing bilateral engagement, there is potential for raw materials (raw cotton, fabric dye), grey
fabric (polyester, chiffon, nylon), blended fabric (cotton-polyester-viscose blend for denim) and
stitched clothes (track suits and sports wear) from Indian hubs such as Surat (Gujarat) and
Tiruppur (Tamil Nadu) to Pakistan’s major production centre at Faisalabad and its Lahore and
Karachi markets. Similarly, from Pakistan, there is a huge demand for salwar-kameez-dupatta
made of lawn fabric and wedding attire (shararas). Given Pakistan’s expertise here, the demand
in India for Pakistani fabric and designs as well as the cost benefits attached with trading
between India and Pakistan, there is significant scope for collaboration. The market opportunity
for these few high-demand products alone is about $2.3 billion.

Similar potential exists in sports goods. Pakistan’s sports goods manufacturing sector is
emerging as an original equipment manufacturer for major global brands. Sialkot is a global
manufacturing hub for professional-level goods such as footballs, hockey sticks, quality leather
goods, and weightlifting and cycling gloves, some of which is imported by India. Also, footballs
manufactured here were used in the FIFA World Cup. However, manufacturers in Sialkot require
quality raw materials or semi-finished products to produce these goods. India can play a key role
here in exporting raw material and semi-finished goods such as latex, rubber, and football
bladders, which would work out to be more economical for Sialkot than sourcing them from other
countries such as Thailand. In terms of finished goods, sportswear made of lycra is in demand in
Pakistan. The market opportunity here is $1.1 billion.

Value chain development in surgical instruments is another area. Pakistan’s surgical instruments
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manufacturing industry, again based in Sialkot, is noted for its expertise. Pakistan is a major
supplier of these instruments to the U.S., Germany, France and Belgium. India, on the other
hand, is a large medical market which imports these instruments from these developed countries
at high rates. Direct imports from Pakistan to India in this area would ensure considerable cost
benefits in terms of economics and logistics. For example, forceps, clamps and surgical scissors
can be imported from Pakistan in considerable volumes. To strengthen value chain linkages,
India can potentially increase the supply of stainless steel to Pakistan, a major raw material used
in instrument manufacturing, or even import semi-finished products. In India, dispensaries and
clinics in Tier 2 and 3 cities, which are often unable to afford even re-useable surgical
instruments, will benefit from the availability of cheaper and new instruments from Pakistan. The
market opportunity in this sector is about $804 million.

Before Independence, Sialkot and Jalandhar were a unified manufacturing hub which was
divided after 1947. Most of the skilled labour force moved to Sialkot. This has given it the
historical edge in manufacturing in these sectors.

Incremental steps towards bridging the gap between actual and potential trade is a must. First, it
is important to alleviate fears, misconceptions and the trust deficit in the trading community.
Second, business-to-business linkages need to be formed and strengthened between actual
traders. While this can be initiated at the level of product-specific industry associations (for
example at Jalandhar and Sialkot), this must also be taken up by national chamber associations.
Third, South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) business traveller visas must
be implemented in practice. Though announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the SAARC
summit in 2014, there has been a delay in its implementation.

There also needs to be focus on other issues such as key items in the textiles and clothing
sector, border infrastructure and security, improved connectivity by sea and air, enhanced
people-to-people contact and educational exchanges.

It is important to recognise that economics and politics are not completely disconnected from
each other.

Engagements at the political level will be an important factor to reinforce economic ties between
the two countries. Mr. Khan’s speech makes us optimistic about the future.

Afaq Hussain is Director, and Riya Sinha is Research Associate at the Bureau of Research on
Industry and Economic Fundamentals, New Delhi. The views expressed are personal
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-18

HOW THE ‘DEEP STATE’ GAMED THE SYSTEM
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

 

Uninterrupted democracy for the past decade has inspired hope that Pakistan is changing and
that history might be a false guide to a new type of civil-military relationship inside Pakistan. The
peaceful transition to a new electoral force represented by Imran Khan’s Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf is seen by some as further proof of an evolving system where civilian politicians, by
drawing their power from mass electoral politics, are emerging from the shadow of an army-
dominated state. And since civilian politicians do not have any apparent stake in confronting
India, democratisation in Pakistan would eventually transform the geopolitics of the sub-
continent. Is there any basis for such an assessment?

We must introduce a little more complexity into the enticing civil-military model that sometimes
underlies Indian thinking. Pakistan’s tryst with democracy has always been a complicated affair.
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto’s Pakistan is the closest we can trace to a genuine civilian advantage over the
military structure. But the circumstances were unique. The Pakistan army had been thoroughly
discredited after its defeat in the 1971 war. And yet, despite such favourable conditions, India’s
quest to re-arrange the decks within Pakistan utterly failed. Bhutto was able to use his weakness
and generate goodwill — and hope for a new Pakistan — in Delhi to soften its post-war posture.
Ironically, one of the strongest civilian leaders in Pakistan’s history did more to salvage the
Pakistan army — extracting the 90,000 prisoners of war from India and territorial losses on the
western front — than a military dictator has ever achieved.

Nevertheless, the Pakistan army learned its lesson and in the 1980s consciously cultivated a
new network of politicians to counterbalance the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP). As Christophe
Jaffrelot notes, “From the start of his career in Punjab under Zia’s patronage until the election
campaign of 1990, [Nawaz] Sharif owed his political success wholly to military support. But even
if he was the most famous client of the security establishment, he was not the only one to enjoy
its protection.” Similarly, Imran Khan should be viewed as another strategic investment by the
deep state that dislodged the erstwhile two-party structure monopolised by the Pakistan Muslim
League (N) and the PPP.

If an assertive civilian political elite could send the Pakistan army back to its barracks, Indian
policymakers would welcome and even encourage that trend. But any hypothesised civil-military
struggle rests on two fundamental assumptions.

First, the civilian elite must be genuinely committed to re-defining Pakistan’s identity towards a
more positive nationhood. Many observers recognise that there is a general anti-India identity
problem in that Pakistani nationalism coheres itself by projecting an opposite “other” — a secular
India. This negative identity has been historically cultivated and sustained by the military
establishment to fuel its own vast political economy privileges, and to ensure that Pakistani
nationhood does not lose its sense of purpose. But the last decade of democracy has shown
little momentum towards a progressive discourse or quest by civilian leaders to question the
idea of Pakistan. When in power, politicians have pursued far more modest goals. Rather than
re-imagining alternative identities for Pakistan, they seem mainly interested in self-interest and
survival.

Second, it is presumed that the army cannot game the civil-military system or successfully
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neutralise any challenge to its authority or rival conceptions of the national interest. The Pakistan
army’s successful co-option of institutions like the judiciary, the election commission and the
media shows that it actually relishes its role as the unaccountable arbiter of Pakistan’s overall
political destiny, but without being at the forefront of state governance, which constrains its hand
and taints its prestigious position in the body politic. It is instructive that a October 2017 Gallup
survey found that 82% of Pakistanis trusted their army more than any other political institutions
even as a majority (68%) welcomed democracy as a political system. Such favourable ratings
would quickly disappear with martial rule, as the army discovered first-hand during the Pervez
Musharraf years.

On the civilian side, there is no evidence to claim a defiant struggle with the military
establishment is in the Pakistani politician’s conception of her or his own interests. In fact, more
often than not, the civilian political elite is eager to compromise and cut deals with the army,
especially if that enhances its policy agency in the non-security spheres. Pakistani scholar
Ayesha Siddiqa’s thesis of a symbiotic military-civilian relationship where politicians rarely
question the primacy and vanguard role of the army and both groups collectively profit from the
systematic plundering of the economy remains more plausible than ever before.

The recent election in Pakistan suggests a more sophisticated system — referred to as a ‘hybrid
state’ — has come into being whereby the military establishment, acutely conscious of the costs
of martial rule, has promoted an alternative framework so that there is a ‘buffer’ between the
army and society. The recurring backlash and legitimate grievances of the people are borne by
expendable politicians absolving the real authority behind the scene from any responsibility for
governance and developmental failures. The political parties and civilian elite seem to have
embraced their role in this metamorphosis of Pakistan’s “managed” or “guided” democracy.

Zorawar Daulet Singh is a Fellow at the Centre for Policy Research, New Delhi
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-18

DGMO LEVEL TALKS BETWEEN INDIA AND PAKISTAN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

Ministry of Defence

DGMO Level Talks Between India and Pakistan

Posted On: 16 AUG 2018 9:03PM by PIB Delhi

DGMO level talks at behest of Pakistan DGMO was held on 16 August 18. Pleasantries were
exchanged between the DGsMO on the occasion of Independence Day of both countries.
Pakistan DGMO expressed satisfaction on the measures being taken along the Line of Control
by troops to maintain peace and tranquility. The quantum of cease fire violations has drastically
reduced and augers well for the future.

Pakistan DGMO made an assurance that Pakistan Army would take prompt actions against
move of inimical elements in proximity to the Line of Control and respond to information shared
by the Indian side thereby facilitating conduct of anti-terrorist operations.

Indian DGMO emphatically stated that infiltration attempts by terrorists were a major cause of
concern. He also informed the Pakistan DGMO that ‘these activities have increased in the areas
North of Pir Panjal Mountain Ranges. Pakistan must institute measures to prevent infiltration
from the launch pads located on its side of the Line of Control’.

Indian DGMO assured that the Indian Army will abide by its commitment to uphold the Ceasefire
Understanding of 2003 provided Pakistan Army initiates positive steps to control infiltration and
abetment of terrorism in J&K.

 

Col Aman Anand

PRO (Army)

(Release ID: 1543246) Visitor Counter : 431

Read this release in: Urdu
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-20

GULF COUNTRIES REACH OUT TO FLOODED KERALA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Middle East

The United Arab Emirates has formed an emergency committee under the leadership of the
Emirates Red Crescent to help victims of the floods in Kerala.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has praised the support extended by the UAE amid reports that
similar initiatives are being taken by Saudi Arabia, Oman and private individuals in the Gulf
region.

“President His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan has instructed the formation of a
national emergency committee to provide relief assistance to people of Kerala,” a statement
from the Embassy of UAE declared.

UAE’s response followed a message of condolence to Mr. Modi, from the ruler of Dubai Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, and Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan.

There are reports that similar support is under way from Saudi Arabia. “On behalf of ourselves
as well as the people and government of Saudi Arabia, we express our deepest sorrow and offer
condolences to you as well as to the families of the deceased and to the people of India,” King
Salman of Saudi was quoted by the Saudi News Agency.

Oman is also expected to send special flights carrying essential commodities and medical
supplies to Kerala. Sultan of Oman Qaboos bin Said Al Said has instructed the Royal Oman Air
Force to fly special flights from Muscat to Thiruvananthapuram to provide relief.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-21

KASHMIR BACKS INDIA-PAK. DIALOGUE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

Major political parties and the Hurriyat in Jammu and Kashmir on Monday expressed support for
a Kashmir-centric dialogue between India and Pakistan, welcoming the intent for “constructive
engagement” expressed by the former and “uninterrupted dialogue” by the latter.

Mirwaiz Umar Farooq, chairman of the All Parties Hurriyat Conference, described Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s letter to Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan and the Pakistan Foreign Minister
Shah Mahmood Qureshi’s remarks of “uninterrupted dialogue on Kashmir” as “a positive
development”. “It reflects new positivity. We hope that the channels of communication will
remain open to build trust. It is in the interest of Kashmir and also in the interest of the entire
region if the two countries come closer and resolve the long-pending Kashmir dispute,” he told
The Hindu .

The Mirwaiz, who is a part of the Joint Resistance Leadership along with Syed Ali Shah Geelani
and Yasin Malik, hinted at holding a meeting of various leaders over the latest engagement
between India and Pakistan.

Kashmir, he said, was a complex issue, and Pakistan had rightly suggested an uninterrupted
dialogue.

“The dialogue is the need of the hour. We always support any such initiatives,” he said. The
Mirwaiz, however, was quick to add that India needed to show reciprocity and “change its
current military approach in Kashmir to a political one”.

Good beginning: PDP

Peoples Democratic Party leader Naeem Akhtar said the two countries had made an
encouraging beginning by speaking of talks.

“We hope the new government in Pakistan walks the talk and gets adequate response from this
side too. Jammu and Kashmir is directly hit by the hostility between the two countries and the
progress in the region is held hostage to security concerns. We expect a serious dialogue to
follow up the statements,” Mr. Akhtar said.

The National Conference termed the statements of India and Pakistan “a crucial development”.

“Dialogue needs to be taken forward. All groups will appreciate it,” party general secretary Ali
Muhammad Sagar said.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-21

BIMSTEC ENVOYS BAT FOR FTA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: BIMSTEC

Trade talks:Bangladesh Ambassador Syed Muazzem Ali at the BIMSTEC panel discussion on
Monday.R.V. MoorthyR.V. Moorthy  

BIMSTEC suffers from a “lack of visibility” in the region, said the envoys of seven member
countries who form the “Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic
Cooperation,” who also called for the speedy conclusion of a Free Trade Agreement within the
group comprising Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Thailand.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will join a summit of leaders from BIMSTEC countries in
Kathmandu on August 30-31 and hold bilateral talks with most of them, including Bangladesh
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina and Nepal Prime Minister K.P. Oli. At an event organised by
business chamber FICCI just ahead of the summit, envoys of BIMSTEC countries said the FTA
should be the top priority for them.

“It is really disappointing that we are yet to finalise and conclude the FTA which was negotiated
in 2004. We need to expedite the BIMSTEC FTA to boost our intra-regional trade from its
present level of 7% to 21%,” said Bangladesh High Commissioner Syed Muazzem Ali. “The
visibility of BIMSTEC needs to be enhanced in a region where already a few other regional
cooperation groups like ASEAN, SAARC, SASEC are in place,” he added. When asked about a
timeline to complete the FTA, Sri Lankan High Commissioner Chitranganee Wagiswara said it
was still unclear whether the agreement would go forward during the summit.

“Even for the framework (2004) it took seven years. It is easy to negotiate an FTA between two
countries. India and Sri Lanka have it. But when seven countries are involved maybe it is not so
easy,” she said. Others added that at present the negotiations of the 16-nation Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), due to be completed by the end of 2018, were
taking precedence.

The envoys also spoke about the need for the upcoming summit to promote security issues
including “terrorism and violent extremism” in the region.

“Terrorism is the most significant threat in the Bay of Bengal region as well as South East Asia
and we call for more cooperation amongst the member states on this issue,” said Myanmar
Ambassador Moe Kyaw Aung.

Thailand’s Ambassador Chutintorn Gongsakdi pointed out that the India-Myanmar-Thailand
Trilateral Highway had not been completed, which is crucial to trade movement between the
countries.
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PAKISTAN OFFERS ‘CONTINUED DIALOGUE’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

Stating that Pakistan wants to resolve all issues with India through talks, Mr. Qureshi said, “We
need a continued, uninterrupted dialogue. It is the only wise course for us.”

Mr. Qureshi, who is also vice-president of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, said External Affairs
Minister Sushma Swaraj had sent a letter on Sunday to congratulate Prime Minister Imran Khan
and mentioned talks to resolve issues.

“I welcome her letter,” he said.

Responding to External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj’s letter, he said, “I want to say to Indian
Foreign Minister that we are not only neighbours but also nuclear powers. We have old issues
and we both know what these issues are. We need to address these issues,” Mr. Qureshi said.

The Foreign Minister said the two countries could not afford any adventurism due to close
proximity. “We cannot afford any adventurism as response time is so short. The only option is to
engage with each other. We cannot live in enmity and we have to accept that there are
outstanding issues,” he said.

He said Kashmir is an issue and both countries know about it. “Whether we wish or not, Kashmir
is an issue and both countries have recognised it. In my opinion there is no option other than
talks to resolve it,” he said. He said former prime minsiter Atal Bihari Vajpayee visited Lahore
and Islamabad and recognised the reality of Pakistan and the issue of Kashmir.

Growing divide

Mr. Qureshi has had an earlier stint as foreign minister from 2008 to 2011 under the Pakistan
Peoples Party (PPP) government during the Mumbai terror attacks. He was in New Delhi when
10 Pakistan-based LeT terrorists attacked India’s financial capital.

The India-Pakistan ties have nose-dived in recent years with no bilateral talks taking place. The
ties further deteriorated after the terror attacks by Pakistan-based groups in 2016 and India’s
surgical strikes inside Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. The sentencing of alleged Indian spy
Kulbhushan Jadhav to death by a military court in April last year added to the strain.

Message for Kabul

On Afghanistan, Mr. Qureshi said he will make a phone call to the foreign minister of
Afghanistan and also visit Kabul with a “solid message” that both countries have the same
destiny. “There will be no peace in Pakistan without peace in Afghanistan,” he said.

“I want to tell people of Afghanistan to understand each other’s problems and bilaterally try to
resolve all issues,” he said.

Talking about relations with the U.S., the foreign minister said there is a trust deficit between the
two countries but Pakistan wants to have good ties based on its interests.

Economic diplomacy
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Mr. Qureshi said the foreign policy of the new government will be based on the interests of
Pakistan and it can be fine-tuned according to the needs of the nation. He said the foreign policy
priority will be to change the lives of common people through economic diplomacy. “We will try
to change lives of people through socio-economic development,” he said.

He said, “There are enormous local and regional challenges but we want to make progress on
these issues. Some forces have been trying to isolate the country but it will not happen now,” he
said.
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MALDIVES GRANTS RS. 35 LAKH TOWARDS KERALA
FLOOD RELIEF
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

The Government of Maldives will donate $50,000 (roughly Rs. 35 lakh) towards flood relief in
Kerala, authorities said. “India is our closest neighbour. Any natural disaster or calamity that
strikes our neighbour has an emotional impact on Maldives. This donation is a small gesture to a
neighbour and friend who has always stood by Maldives in need,” Ambassador of the Maldives
to India Ahmed Mohamed told The Hindu on Monday.
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STAY WITH RCEP
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: RCEP

Negotiations on the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership, among 16 Asian and
Pacific Ocean countries, have entered a decisive phase. Most potential member-countries of the
grouping, that comprises the 10 ASEAN members and their Free Trade Agreement partners,
Australia, China, India, Japan, New Zealand and Republic of Korea, would like to see a
“substantive agreement” on the trade deal by the end of this year. At a meeting in Singapore,
which is driving the effort as the current ASEAN chair, countries which still have issues with the
outline of the agreements reached so far may be told politely to step aside and allow a smaller
group to go ahead with finalising the RCEP, with the option to join it at a later date. India is
among the countries that will have to take a call at this point, and the government’s decision to
set up a group of four ministers to advise Prime Minister Narendra Modi on the path ahead
indicates the seriousness of the situation. India’s concerns with RCEP negotiations thus far are
manifold, but some have been addressed. The first is the greater access Chinese goods will
have to the Indian market, a problem given India’s massive trade deficit. To circumvent this,
given that India is the one country that doesn’t have an FTA with China, the government has
proposed a “differential market access” strategy for China, which others are inclined to accept.
After the Wuhan summit, India and China have made progress on addressing the trade deficit,
with China increasing access for Indian goods such as pharma and agricultural products. The
second concern is about demands by other RCEP countries for lower customs duties on a
number of products and greater access to the market than India has been willing to provide. On
the other hand, the more developed RCEP countries such as Australia and Singapore have
been unwilling to accommodate India’s demands to liberalise their services regime and allow
freer mobility of Indian workers.

Naturally, none of this is made easier by the fact that some of the RCEP countries, including
India, are headed for elections next year, a point where governments traditionally turn
protectionist. Despite these concerns, the government must take into account the deeper
strategic pitfalls of either slowing down India’s RCEP engagement or walking out of the talks at
this stage. Doing so would cut India out of the rules-making process for the RCEP and give
China further space in the regional trade and security architecture. At a time when the U.S. has
broken from the global concord on multilateral trade agreements, an Indian walkout would
endanger the united message that RCEP countries, which represent 40% of the global GDP,
would wish to send out. It would also be a sharp departure from India’s “Act East” slogan and its
extended outreach to ASEAN.
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BEYOND WORDS: ON INDO-PAK TIES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

In the midst of the inane controversy over Punjab Minister Navjot Singh Sidhu’s presence at
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan’s swearing-in ceremony, there have been more substantive
exchanges between New Delhi and Islamabad. In his first statement after the Pakistan Tehreek-
e-Insaf emerged as the single largest party, Mr. Khan singled out India as a foreign policy
relationship he hoped to work on, offering to walk “two steps for every one step” that India took.
Narendra Modi responded with a phone call, and they spoke of a shared vision of “peace and
development”. Next, the Indian High Commissioner called on Mr. Khan and presented him a
cricket bat with the signatures of the Indian team members. Mr. Khan’s new appointee on the
Pakistan Cricket Board has said that resuming bilateral cricket is high on the leader’s agenda for
improving people-to-people ties. Last week, a delegation led by a Minister in Pakistan’s
caretaker government came to Delhi to attend Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s funeral. On Sunday,
Pakistan’s new Foreign Minister, Shah Mehmood Qureshi, said Mr. Khan had received a
congratulatory letter from Mr. Modi calling for the two countries to pursue “constructive
engagement”. And on Tuesday Mr. Khan tweeted that trade and resolution of differences
through dialogue are the “best way” to “uplift the people in the subcontinent”. All these gestures
confirm that both the Prime Ministers are at least sticking by diplomatic courtesy against the
backdrop of an otherwise acrimonious relationship.

Well-chosen words, however, will not be enough. To begin with, there appears to be very little
trust in any quarter of both capitals. Both leaders face political realities that could inhibit them
from taking any major risks. Mr. Modi, who dealt with the Pathankot airbase attack just days
after his visit to Lahore in December 2015, may well prefer to avoid such overtures, especially
with Lok Sabha elections due in less than a year. Mr. Khan, who commands a thin majority in
Parliament, and has frequently criticised his predecessors for close ties with India, may choose
to remain conservative. Even so, the steps needed are clear. To begin with, the situation at the
Line of Control urgently needs attention, and a restoration of the ceasefire would be a major
move forward for both countries. Mr. Khan could earn Pakistan an economic breather if he
adheres to the international Financial Action Task Force’s demands on ending terror financing;
he would earn more goodwill by directly addressing India’s concerns on the support to terrorists
in Pakistan, and those being pushed over the LoC. These actions could set up an even bolder
move, no matter how unlikely it currently seems: for Mr. Modi to agree to restore the SAARC
process by attending the long-delayed summit due in Islamabad this year. Much work,
preferably behind the scenes, is needed if Mr. Modi and Mr. Khan hope to realise any of the
objectives they have spoken of over the past month.
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AFTER UAE, PAKISTAN OFFERS HELP TO FLOOD-HIT
KERALA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan on Thursday offered to help flood-hit Kerala. The Pakistani
leader’s comments came in the backdrop of growing criticism of the Indian government’s
decision to decline foreign aid for flood relief and rehabilitation in the State.

“On behalf of the people of Pakistan, we send our prayers and best wishes to those who have
been devastated by the floods in Kerala, India. We stand ready to provide any humanitarian
assistance that may be needed,” the newly elected Prime Minister of Pakistan said in a social
media post that drew widespread appreciation among his social media followers in Pakistan and
Gulf countries.

‘Domestic resources’

Islamabad’s statement came a day after India said it would depend on “domestic resources” for
providing short and long term help in Kerala. “In line with the existing policy, the government is
committed to meeting the requirements for relief and rehabilitation through domestic efforts,” the
Ministry of External Affairs spokesperson said on Wednesday.

It was understood that by ‘existing policy’, the MEA was indicating at the decision taken in 2004
to avoid foreign support in the context of the deadly tsunami that affected a large number of
countries in the Indian Ocean region.

‘More considerate’

However, India’s decision to decline aid from abroad drew criticism from veteran diplomats and
officials who said that the Central government should have been more considerate regarding the
offer of support from the Gulf countries, especially from the United Arab Emirates that has
offered Rs. 700 crore.

“…as country we can give rather than take assistance, but 80% Indians in the Gulf are
Malayalis. Offer of flood relief assistance from region must be treated with sensitivity. Saying no
is simple, but for Kerala-in-crisis, it’s not so simple,” said former Foreign Secretary Nirupama
Rao.

Former Foreign Secretary and National Security Adviser Shiv Shankar Menon made a
distinction between foreign support for immediate relief and long term rehabilitation. “…the 2004
decision was not to accept foreign participation in relief but accept it for long term rehabilitation
case by case,” said Mr. Menon, elaborating that rescue teams in Kerala required no foreign help,
but such help could be utilised for “rebuilding houses, bridges, roads etc.”

Some diplomats have however maintained that the issue of aid for Kerala should be resolved
through internal consultation at the earliest to avoid any long term fallout. “It appears that the
offer from UAE came without prior consultation with India,” said former Foreign Secretary
Kanwal Sibal.
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INDIA, CHINA TO IMPROVE MILITARY LINKS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Wei Fenghe and Nirmala Sitharaman.R.V. Moorthy  

India and China on Thursday agreed to work towards full implementation of ongoing confidence-
building measures (CBM) along the border as well as improve military to military interactions.
This was agreed during bilateral consultations between Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
and visiting Chinese State Councillor and Defence Minister General Wei Fenghe.

“It was decided to expand the engagement between the Armed Forces relating to training, joint
exercises and other professional interactions. Both sides also decided to work towards a new
bilateral Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on defence exchanges and cooperation to
replace the MoU signed in 2006,” the Defence Ministry said in a statement.

General Wei is on a four-day visit to India, which comes exactly a year after the 73-day military
stand-off at Doklam.

The 27-member delegation accompanying him consists of key military officials, including Vice
Chief of the Central Military Commission Air Marshal Dingqui Chang and Lieutenant General
Guiqing Rong, Vice Commander of the Western Theatre Command, which handles the entire
border with India.

The statement further added that in order to ensure peace and tranquility on the border, both
Ministers agreed on greater interactions at the working level.
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ACCEPTING HELP: ON UAE'S AID TO KERALA
Relevant for: Environment & Disaster Management | Topic: Disaster and disaster management

The clearest indication so far that India would turn down offers of financial assistance from
foreign governments for relief and rehabilitation work in Kerala came on Wednesday. And yet, it
only added to the confusion. The Ministry of External Affairs spokesperson said that “in line with
the existing policy”, the Central government would meet requirements in Kerala through
“domestic efforts”. Various governments have made specific offers to Kerala, from about 700
crore from the UAE to about 35 lakh from the Maldives. The spokesperson added that only
PIOs, NRIs or international foundations could send money from overseas to the Prime Minister’s
or Chief Minister’s relief fund. But as Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan indicated, this clarity about
existing policy is missing in the Central government’s National Disaster Management Plan. Put
out in 2016, the Plan states that India will not appeal for foreign aid in the wake of a disaster. But
it goes on to say: “… if the national government of another country voluntarily offers assistance
as a goodwill gesture in solidarity with the disaster victims, the Central Government may accept
the offer.” The condition applies that the Union Home Ministry would consult the MEA and
assess the requirements “that the foreign teams can provide”. So, what exactly is government
policy? Is it laid out in the NDMP document that has an opening message from Prime Minister
Modi? Or is it based on the decision of the UPA government to refuse aid or assistance in the
wake of the 2004 tsunami — a decision born out of a sense of false pride and a misplaced
sense of shame — that became a sort of convention thereafter?

It is not only this mismatch between convention and written document that has created space for
the current controversy. Irrespective of what was agreed upon in the past, democracies should
be supple enough to respond to emergencies in ways that benefit the greater common good. It
serves well no citizen of India for the government to stand on mere precedent or pride to turn
down genuine offers of help, in terms of funds or expert teams — or to even ask for help. Offers
of aid from foreign governments must naturally be scrutinised to see if they compromise national
security and other interests. But to stand on notions of self-reliance in a multilateral world, to
spurn a helping hand, is to be beholden to a strange pride. There is no shame in taking help, just
as there should be no hesitation in offering it. India has a longstanding tradition of rushing help
elsewhere. Leaving Centre-State politics, if any, aside, the government should not just gracefully
accept the assistance for Kerala, it should junk the 2004 precedent.
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GET OVER THE SUPERPOWER SYNDROME
Relevant for: Environment & Disaster Management | Topic: Disaster and disaster management

The current debate on whether foreign assistance should be accepted for relief and
reconstruction work following the devastating floods in Kerala is an unnecessary distraction for
the Central and State governments at a time of a grave crisis. The need now is to use all
assistance, Indian and foreign, to rebuild Kerala. The figures being bandied about will not meet
even a fraction of the cost of rebuilding the infrastructure and bringing the State to normalcy.
Bilateral and multilateral assistance will take a long time in coming, and the sooner we make up
our mind the better. Seeing ghosts of spies, interventionists and terrorists will not help us
recover and be productive once again.

It was the United Progressive Alliance government that decided not to seek external assistance
for disaster relief — from foreign countries or even the United Nations and the International
Committee of the Red Cross. The context of that decision was India’s superpower dream. It was
felt that India should demonstrate that it had the strength to withstand and counter calamities
and also help its neighbours, as it did in the case of the December 2004 tsunami and piracy
attacks in the Indian Ocean. India had felt that this would strengthen its case for seeking to be a
permanent member of the United Nations Security Council and also hasten the prospect of
superpower status by 2020. Since permanent membership of the Security Council entails
additional financial commitment on its part, India’s low level of mandatory contribution to the UN,
calculated based on its capacity to pay, was also a matter of concern at that time. India thought
it would be beneficial for it if it were to show that it was spending money abroad over and above
the mandatory contribution.

But the policy of not accepting foreign assistance has not taken India even one step towards
fulfilling its ambitions. It has been given admission into the Australia Group and the Wassenaar
Arrangement it did not want, and the Missile Technology Control Regime because its system of
missile control was unmatchable, but not membership of the Nuclear Suppliers Group or even
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation.

The other concern was the old fear of the foreign hand, the spies who would come with the
package, interfere in the country’s internal affairs, and also take away valuable information. The
development of technology is such that foreigners do not need to come in hordes to India to
know what is happening or to influence decision-making here. Google and Facebook know more
about us than we do, and are capable of manipulating our national priorities and plans. India
should not be mixing up its 20th century fears with the realities of the 21st century.

The assistance from the UN and Red Cross are of less concern. India has been the biggest
contributor to the UN Development Programme and the biggest recipient of assistance. It is a
party to the regulations of the UN and its conditionalities for assistance. It is true that India does
not want foreigners with huge UN salaries to come and destroy the morale of its relief workers.
But its needs for technology and best practices can be obtained from the UN by careful planning
and consultations. India will also be able to choose the nationalities of the people it deploys.
Nothing should stop it from getting what it needs from the UN, as they can raise the funds and
source them from anywhere.

In the case of bilateral assistance, India needs to examine offers case by case. The reported
offer from the United Arab Emirates of 700 crore makes Abu Dhabi a bigger donor than New
Delhi. This is not a casual offer routinely made. First of all, the UAE authorities genuinely felt
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grieved over the calamity that hit Keralites, who have served their country well over the years.
They felt obliged to help Kerala at a time of distress in accordance with the Islamic faith. Similar
is the case of Qatar, which has offered 35 crore.

The news that the Government of India would decline the offer came like a tornado after the
flood. Such a decision will be very unpopular in Kerala and it will affect the electoral fortunes of
the Bharatiya Janata Party. Such an inflexible attitude on the basis of an earlier decision will not
be appreciated. This may also have a negative impact on India’s relations with the UAE, whose
authorities were directly involved in raising the funds and in conveying the offer to the Prime
Minister.

Now there are reports that the gift from the UAE has not been rejected out of hand. This would
be wise. India should also hold discussions with the UN and the Red Cross with a view to
formulating plans for reconstruction using the latest technology and international best practices.
It should set aside its superpower syndrome at a time of national emergency.

T.P. Sreenivasan, a former Indian diplomat, is Director General of the Kerala International
Centre, Thiruvananthapuram
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IT’S TURKISH RULE IN SYRIAN BORDER TOWNS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developing countries on India's
interests

In 2016, Turkey launched its first military operation in Syria to prevent both the Islamic State (IS)
and the People’s Protection Units (YPG), a Kurdish militia, from advancing on the town of Azaz.
Though the stated objective was to push the IS further away from the border, what concerned
Ankara more was the linkage of the three Kurdish cantons spread along its southern border.
Turkey sees the YPG as a part of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK). The operation,
called ‘Euphrates Shield’, which reached as south as the commercial town of Al-Bab, managed
to create a safe zone that covered a territory of around 2,000 sq km.

Two years on, Turkish troops still maintain garrisons inside the area, with much of the town’s
affairs managed by the Governor of the neighbouring Turkish province of Gaziantep. Turkish
universities like Bahcesehir and Harran have either opened — or are in the process of opening
— branches in Al-Bab and Jarablus towns, and elementary schools provide curriculum books
printed in Turkey.

Ankara is also building an industrial zone and a large hospital that is to open its doors later this
month, and Al-Bab’s local council has even started issuing ID cards in Turkish and Arabic to
local residents, a step that raises concerns about Turkey’s real intentions.

Residents say living conditions have improved notably since the 2016 operation and services
like electricity and water are gradually returning. Further, an “increasing number of kids [are]
enrolling into schools”, according to an aid worker.

Creation of ‘safe zones’

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoan has long called for creation of such “safe zones” inside
Syria to enable the return of Syrian refugees. His country hosts around 3.5 million Syrians, who
fled their country following the eruption of the violence in 2011. In a statement in June, Mr.
Erdoan claimed that 2,00,000 people had returned to northern Syria, vowing to “liberate” more
areas along the border. However, the recent lira currency crisis could impact Turkey’s ambitions.

Still, what concerns the locals more is the ever-shrinking territory held by fighters opposed to
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. The Syrian regime, under Russian air cover, is regaining
control over the country by capturing one rebel territory after another. Mr. Assad considers
Turkey’s presence an occupation. But Turkey’s coordination with Russia, Mr. Assad’s main
backer, is an obstacle for any attempt to change the status quo. Both countries are already
engaged in negotiations to prevent any attack on the neighbouring province of Idlib, home to
more than two million people. Mr. Erdoan’s government fears another influx of refugees into
Turkey in the wake of an attack on Idlib. In Al-Bab, people are following closely the
developments in Idlib. Jamal Al-Othman, the head of Al-Bab’s local council, seems confident
that Turkey will protect them. “The Turkish presence is a guarantee for us. There’s no fear of a
regime comeback,” he says.

However, people like Milad Shihabi, a resident in the area who fled Aleppo City more than a
year ago, fear a deal that would throw them under the bus. “The Damascus government wants
to reach the border crossing of Bab Al-Salamah near Azaz to reopen the trade routes all the way
from the north to the south of the country... A scenario similar to that of Daraa [a town on the
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southern border with Jordan where Russia brokered a deal which enabled the Syrian regime to
retake the area] would be catastrophic.”

As Ankara deepens its footprint in the border towns, playing a crucial role in
reconstruction efforts, some locals have begun looking at the country as a bulwark
against the Assad regime’s comeback
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CHINA’S BIG ‘BELT AND ROAD’ PUSH IN AFRICA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Africa

In another era, White colonisers had landed on Africa’s coast in search of resources and slaves.
The traumatic epoch of slave trade and European colonisation, with its horrific human
consequences, formally ended in the 1960s and 1970s. But arguably, the basic equation of
Africa’s resource-rich periphery serving the metropolitan industrial centres in Europe and North
America remained fundamentally unchanged.

It is not that Africa has not progressed. The African Union (AU) — the culmination of the pan-
African dreams of an earlier generation of leaders such as Ghana’s Kwame Nkrumah and
Algeria’s radical ideologue Frantz Fanon — is a dynamic reality. South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya
and Egypt, among others, are regional powerhouses. Rwanda has made a courageous
comeback after an inter-ethnic genocide in the early 1990s. Yet, industrialisation has been
patchy. Civil war, terror attacks and disease outbreaks have all undermined the efforts. While
the threat of terror was epitomised by the mass abduction of schoolgirls by Boko Haram in
Nigeria, repeated outbreaks of Ebola in the Democratic Republic of Congo have only added to
the instability of the Central African region.

In this matrix, China has emerged as a game-changer in the 21st century. This is despite
acerbic criticism from its detractors that Beijing is spearheading a second wave of colonisation
through financial enslavement and other tools present in its well-stocked armoury. The Chinese
establishment is dismissive of these accusations.

The connectivity angle

It argues that China has launched a destiny-changing phase of industrialisation in Africa, led by
massive infrastructure development. Officials say Africa will draw unprecedented benefits from
China’s next phase of Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) — Beijing’s giant transcontinental
connectivity flagship.

In tune with the BRI, Chinese President Xi Jinping is set to host scores of African leaders in
Beijing. In early September, they will assemble under the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation —
a platform that Beijing created three years ago. Ahead of the Beijing summit, Wang Yi, China’s
State Councilor and Foreign Minister, sought to demolish the perception that China was Africa’s
post-colonial hegemon. “ … China will engage with Africa in equal consultation, plan together,
work together and benefit together”, to draw benefits from the “new era” of the BRI, he stressed
during a media conference.

It is as part of the BRI that Beijing has funded a 470 km railway line. Last year, Kenyan
President Uhuru Kenyatta green-lighted the train from Nairobi to the coastal city of Mombasa.
Once networked fully, the line will provide a viable linkage to the landlocked states of South
Sudan, Democratic Republic of Congo and Rwanda, giving them access to the Indian Ocean.
Besides, Ethiopia is building a 756 km track from Addis Ababa to Djibouti. Once the $4 billion
project is complete, it will link the Ethiopian capital with the Red Sea.

Following the arrival of the train in Mombasa, Mr. Kenyatta contrasted China’s intent to the
motivation of former European colonisers. “A history that was first started 122 years ago when
the British, who had colonised this nation, kicked off the train to nowhere... it was then dubbed
the ‘Lunatic Express’.”
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“Today... despite a lot of criticism, we celebrate not the ‘Lunatic Express’ but the Madaraka
[named after the day Kenya attained internal self-rule] Express that would begin to reshape the
story of Kenya for the next 100 years.”

Beijing has rubbished claims of some critics that it is playing the role of a post-colonial
hegemon in Africa. It says its aim is to engage with countries there as equal partners,
bringing in a new epoch
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G20 MEMBER NATIONS TO PROMOTE POLICIES THAT
BRIDGES ALL FORMS OF DIGITAL DIVIDE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: G20

Ministry of Electronics & IT

G20 member nations to promote policies that bridges all
forms of digital divide

Ministerial resounds India’s concerns about data protection
and individual privacy.

Internet cannot be a monopoly of few: IT Minister

Posted On: 26 AUG 2018 12:07PM by PIB Delhi

At the G20 Digital Economy Ministerial Meeting in Salta, in the north-west of Argentina, G20
ministers and senior officials issued a declaration that reflects the G20’s commitment towards
promoting “policies and actions that catalyze digital transformations. The Digital Economy
Ministerial Meeting, held on 23-24 August, was attended by 33 heads of delegation- Ministers,
senior officials and representatives from invited countries and international organizations, like
EU, UNCTAD, ITU etc. India was represented by Union Minister for Electronics and IT & Law
and Justice,Sh. Ravi Shankar Prasad.

Building on the contributions of the G20 Digital Economy Task Force, delegates deliberated
upon efforts to create conditions that help governments, the private sector and civil society
maximize the benefits and confront the challenges posed by technological progress. The other
focus area of the meeting was digital inclusion, in particular the gender divide. Other related
issued such as Digital government, digital infrastructure and measuring the digital economy
were also deliberated.

Addressing the Plenary of the G-20 Digital Economy Ministerial meeting, Sh. Prasad said that
India’s digital story is a story of hope and growth; of opportunities and profits. But above
all it is a story of digital inclusion and empowerment. Digital India is a mass movement
today touching the lives of a billion people. Minister Prasad said that he was very assured to
note that an important theme of the meeting was bridging the gender divide adding that gender
empowerment was an important focus for his government.

Highlighting the enormous scale of India’s digital infrastructure that included 1.21 billion mobile
phones, of which 450 million are smartphones, nearly 500 million internet subscriber and an
ever increasing broadband availability being supported by optical fibre connectivity in 250,000
village clusters, Minister Prasad said that the success of Digital India programme lay in the
conscious efforts to bridge the digital divide and promote digital inclusion, based upon
technology which is low cost, affordable, developmental and which fosters empowerment and
inclusion.
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The Minister, in particular, highlighted the important role played by India’s home grown
technologies for promoting digital payment, including importance on interoperable open-source
technologies so that these platforms can be used by others to develop more innovative
structures as well as leading to new norms of digital identity based authentication which are a
generation ahead. All this is in addition to the stellar role played by India’s IT companies, which
have left their mark in 200 cities of 80 countries, enabling India to emerge as a profound digital
power, with India’s digital economy likely to become 1 trillion $ economy in the next 3-5 years,
he added.

Minister Prasad said that India believed in internet access for all, adding that the Internet is one
of the finest creations of the human mind, but it cannot be the monopoly of a few. He also stated
that while Cyber-space is truly global, it must be linked with local ideas, local culture and local
views. He said that the largest and most dynamic markets for digital services are in Asia, Latin
America and Africa with India having one of the largest foot-print of several popular social media
and other digital platforms. It is only fair and just that the revenue and profit generated from
these platforms be equitably reinvested in the largest markets to create more infrastructures and
generate more job opportunities for the people there, he added.

Minister Prasad articulated India’s concerns about data protection and individual privacy and
informed the meeting that India had already put in place stringent measures backed by laws
passed by the parliament. He said that privacy cannot prohibit innovation nor can privacy
become the shield for the corrupt or terrorists. We need data to improve business but the data
must be anonymous, objective, and taken with consent, he added.

Minister Prasad stressed that India had taken a serious note of reported misuse of social media
platform data. Such Platforms will never be allowed to abuse our election process for extraneous
means, he added. He said that the purity of the democratic process should never be
compromised and that India will take all required steps to deter and punish those who seek to
vitiate this process.

India’s views received wide appreciation and support from several delegations including the
hosts Argentina, Germany and the EU. Several other countries like Saudi Arabia, Russia,
Indonesia and Japan expressed a keen desire to work with India in a range of IT and cyber
related fields. India also presented a non-paper at the meeting listing its experience of using
government platforms for inclusion and economic development, which was well received.

The meeting saw great interest in India’s JAM trinity of more than 300 million bank accounts of
the poor along with Aadhar and mobiles which is empowering the poor by direct benefit transfer
of their welfare entitlement into their bank account.

The G20 member nations agreed to promote policies that will contribute to bridging all forms of
digital divide, with special attention to the digital gender divide. The countries agreed to promote
digital government and digital infrastructure, strengthen the digital skills of the workforce, deepen
the analysis towards digital economy measurement, and to share experiences and lesson
learned”.

The G20 Ministerial meeting allowed India to showcase the inclusive use of digital technology by
the Government to empower the people. It also allowed India to articulate it's views on global
issues relating to cyber security, data protection and innovation for growth.

NNK/GK
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-28

IRAN ASKS UN TO ACT AGAINST ‘ECONOMIC
STRANGULATION’ BY U.S.
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: United Nations (UNO)

Mohsen Mohebi, Iran’sUN representative.AFPJERRY LAMPEN  

Iran on Monday demanded the UN’s top court to suspend U.S. nuclear-linked sanctions against
Tehran, accusing Washington of plotting its “economic strangulation”.

The Islamic Republic launched a suit at the International Court of Justice over U.S. President
Donald Trump’s decision to reimpose the sanctions that had been lifted in a 2015 accord.

Iran says Mr. Trump’s move breaches a 1955 treaty.

Mr. Trump says the sanctions are needed to ensure Iran never builds a nuclear bomb. But Iran’s
representative Mohsen Mohebi branded them “naked economic aggression”. His team of
lawyers told the court in The Hague the measures were already devastating Iran’s economy and
threatening the welfare of its citizens.

“The United States is publicly propagating a policy intended to damage as severely as possible
Iran’s economy and Iranian nationals and companies,” said Mr. Mohebi. “Iran will put up the
strongest resistance to the U.S. economic strangulation, by all peaceful means.”

The sanctions target financial transactions and imports of raw materials, cars and aircraft among
other things. A second wave of punitive measures is due to hit Iran in early November, targeting
its vital energy sector including oil exports.

Iran’s lawyers said the sanctions would cause it “irreparable prejudice”. They urged the court to
order the suspension of the sanctions pending a definitive ruling.
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WUHAN SPIRIT SHOULD SPUR INDIA TO JOIN BELT
AND ROAD INITIATIVE: CHINA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

China on Monday called India its “natural partner” in the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and
advocated better ties between New Delhi and Islamabad within the Eurasian framework.

At a media conference on the BRI, Zhang Jun, China’s assistant minister of foreign affairs
threaded India and China’s deep bonds established during their far history with recent diplomatic
initiatives, including the Wuhan summit in April between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
Chinese President Xi Jinping.

Asked to respond to India’s objections to the China-Pakistan Economic Project (CPEC) on
grounds of sovereignty, Mr. Zhang focused on the big picture. He signalled that differences
between New Delhi and Beijing on the project were overridden by the rapid turnaround in their
ties after the Wuhan summit.

The Chinese official stressed that, “CPEC is an economic initiative. Implementing CPEC does
not jeopardise China’s position on Kashmir.”

Mr. Zhang spotlighted that India-China ties, had “entered a new phase of development” since
the Wuhan informal summit.

Xi-Modi meetings

Citing the summit and the follow up meetings between Mr. Xi and Mr. Modi, as benchmarks of
the shift in the relationship, Mr. Zhang said: “I think we can all recall that since April, it has been
only three months, President Xi and Prime Minister Modi met in Wuhan, in Qingdao, and in
Johannesburg in South Africa.”

“(These are) three important meetings of the two leaders and they have reached important
understandings which (have) added fresh and strong impetus to our bilateral ties.”

Refusing to accept India’s permanent exclusion from the BRI in the post-Wuhan scenario, Mr.
Zhang said that “historically India was an important country on the ancient Silk Road, and it is
fair to say that India was a natural partner on the ancient and (is one) in the Belt and Road
Initiative.”

Separately, the Chinese Foreign Ministry on Monday welcomed India and Pakistan’s joint
participation in a Eurasian counterterrorism military exercise under the framework of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
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INDUS TREATY TALKS TO BEGIN TOMORROW
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

India and Pakistan will resume their talks on various aspects of the Indus Waters Treaty in
Lahore on Wednesday, the first bilateral engagement since Imran Khan took office as Prime
Minister.

India’s Indus Water Commissioner P.K. Saxena was expected to reach here on Monday for the
discussions with his Pakistani counterpart, Syed Mehr Ali Shah, on August 29 and 30, said the
Pakistani daily Dawn , quoting a government official.

The last meeting of the Pakistan-India Permanent Indus Commission was held in New Delhi in
March, during which both sides had shared details of the water flow and the quantum of water
being used under the 1960 Indus Waters Treaty.

Pak.’s objections

The Pakistani side will reiterate its objections over two water-storage and hydroelectric projects
being built by India during the talks.

The official said Pakistan would raise its concerns over the 1000-MW Pakal Dul and the 48-MW
Lower Kalnai hydroelectric projects on the Chenab river.

The session is also expected to discuss ways and means for the timely and smooth sharing of
hydrological data on shared rivers.

The official said the two sides would finalise the schedule of future meetings of the Permanent
Indus Commission and visits of the teams of the Indus commissioners.

He said the water commissioners of Pakistan and India were required to meet twice a year and
arrange technical visits to project sites and critical river head works, but Pakistan had been
facing a lot of problems in timely meetings and visits. The 1960 Indus Waters Treaty, brokered
by the World Bank and signed by then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and former Pakistan
President Ayub Khan, administers how the waters of the Indus River and its tributaries that flow
in both the countries will be utilised.
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THE BIG SQUEEZE: ON U.S.-IRAN RELATIONSHIP
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's
interests

Iran is reeling under the impact of reimposed sanctions after the U.S. walked out of the
nuclear deal in May. But the crisis is exposing the strains between the moderate and hardline
sections within the Islamic Republic’s leadership. Masoud Karbasian, who was removed as
Finance Minister on Sunday, is the latest high-profile political casualty in Iran’s attempts to
counter the effects of a weakening currency and crippling U.S. sanctions. The rial has lost over
50% of its value this year, pushing up prices and compelling consumers to convert their savings
into gold and other assets. With mounting public anger over high inflation and alleged corruption,
any additional squeeze could worsen domestic tensions. In a prelude to Mr. Karbasian’s
sacking, through impeachment by parliament, President Hassan Rouhani had in July dropped
Valiollah Seif as the central bank governor, for incompetence in handling the fallout from the
currency crisis. Thanks to the relief from punitive sanctions after the nuclear deal had taken
effect, Tehran managed to double its oil exports, climb out of a deep recession and contain
inflation. With the return of economic sanctions, Iran has been prohibited from using the U.S.
currency, and faces a bar on trade in cars, metals and minerals. In an effort to mitigate their
impact, Abdolnaser Hemmati, the new central bank chief, has announced a relaxation of foreign
exchange rules, creating access to subsidised hard money for purchase of essential
commodities. He also declared the reopening of currency markets. But more difficult times loom,
with the next round of sanctions that kick in by November aimed at impeding Iran’s energy
exports and financial dealings with its central bank.

The global community must weigh in to ease U.S.-Iran tensions. There is little appetite in the
U.S. for a direct military confrontation; Iran too is under no illusion about its military capability.
But there remains the risk of an Iranian blockade on the Strait of Hormuz, the passage for about
a third of global seaborne oil shipments. It would disrupt supplies and cause panic in global
markets. Despite the hawkish tone adopted by his National Security Adviser John Bolton, U.S.
President Donald Trump has offered to hold unconditional talks. Rather than prejudge any
possible outcome that could result from engaging an unpredictable Mr. Trump, the Iranian
leadership should respond favourably to the idea. With much to lose from Iran’s international
isolation, the European Union should exert diplomatic pressure to renew talks. A fresh nuclear
agreement appears to be a remote possibility at this stage. Conversely, even small relief from
economic sanctions would bring some leverage at home for the beleaguered Mr. Rouhani.
Recent protests have reflected a yearning for progress and greater freedom among ordinary
Iranians. The centrist President should help advance such an agenda.
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INDIA - KENYA JOINT TRADE COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD IN NAIROBI
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Africa

Ministry of Commerce & Industry

India - Kenya Joint Trade Committee meeting held in
Nairobi

Posted On: 27 AUG 2018 11:18AM by PIB Delhi

Suresh Prabhuand Peter Munya exchanging documents during the 8th meeting of India-
Kenya Joint Trade Committee

 

The 8th meeting of India-Kenya Joint Trade Committee was held in Nairobi, Kenya, from
22nd – 25th August, 2018. The meeting was co-chaired by Union Minister of Commerce
& Industry and Civil Aviation, Suresh Prabhuand Mr. Peter Munya, Cabinet Secretary
(Minister) for Industry, Trade and Cooperatives, Government of Kenya.

 

The discussions during the meetings covered India’s contribution in implementation of
Kenya’s Big Four Agenda – food security, affordable housing, universal healthcare and
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manufacturing, expansion and diversification of bilateral trade, Kenya’s readiness to join
the International Solar Alliance, implementation of Lines of Credit, of over US$ 220
million, extended by Government of India in power transmission, SMEs development,
revival of theRivatex factory and agricultural mechanization, implementation of decisions
taken during the high level exchanges, cooperation in health, blue economy, agro-
processing sectors and WTO related issues; and training & capacity building
programmes offered by India.             

 

An Agreed Minutes of the Meeting was signed by both Ministers. A meeting ofIndia-
Kenya Joint Business Council was held on the side-lines of the Joint Trade Committee
meeting. In his address to the Kenyan and Indian business leaders, Suresh Prabhu
emphasized on research and design in products specific to Kenyan needs and urged
Indian businesses to carry out a market study to identify priority areas for bilateral
cooperation.

 

The Commerce Minister also interacted with the members of the Indian diaspora and
apprised them about the various developmental initiatives and achievements of the
Government of India.  

 

During the visit, Suresh Prabhu, called on the Kenyan President, Uhuru Kenyatta, and
Deputy President, Mr. William Ruto. The Commerce Minister, Suresh Prabhu, was
accompanied by senior officials of the Ministry of Commerce & Industry and a business
delegation.

 

India and Kenya are Indian Ocean neighbours and share longstanding trade and people-
to-people contacts. At present, India is one of Kenya's largest trade partners and the
second largest foreign investor in Kenya. Indians are the third-largest group of tourists to
Kenya. The last meeting of Joint Trade Committee was held in New Delhi in February
2015.

***     

 

MM/ SB
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PIECES OF THE ASIAN DREAM
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes

This has so far been the year of the India-China reset. From the informal Narendra Modi-Xi
Jinping summit at Wuhan on April 27-28 to Prime Minister Modi’s keynote speech at the
Shangri-La Dialogue in Singapore on June 1, to the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
Summit in June 9 at the Chinese port city of Qingdao, all have sparked a lot of analysis as to
what kind of strategic positioning India is gearing itself into at a time when the U.S. and China
are caught up in geopolitical rivalry in the Asia-Pacific. In Singapore, Mr. Modi’s speech
proclaimed India’s ambitions to garner influence in the Indo-Pacific region by increasing
engagement with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), developing friendship
with China, maintaining cordial ties with Russia, pursuing interests with Australia and engaging
more with the U.S. The question is, what shape will India’s lead take?

The reality is that the tug of power between India and China continues to impact sea lanes and
chokepoints, with these two Asian giants pursuing interests in the littoral states spread across
the Indo-Pacific. While India pursues influence through heightened diplomatic, bilateral and
military engagement, China has started to garner influence through hard investments in cash-
strapped littoral nations suffering from massive infrastructural deficits. China’s heavy
investments in ASEAN nations have brought these nations closer into its orbit of influence to the
point where despite an international ruling against its activities in the South China Sea (SCS),
the ASEAN as a bloc agreed to cooperate with China on a Code of Conduct instead of pursuing
the international ruling.

When India and China meet

The influence of China on certain ASEAN states like Cambodia has been such that during the
2016 ASEAN ministerial meeting, Phnom Penh refused to endorse the joint communiqué if it
referred to the international court ruling against Beijing. China is today Cambodia’s largest
provider of foreign aid and has invested in dams, oilfields, highways, textile operations and
mines. In the Philippines, President Rodrigo Duterte has been seeking rapprochement with
China, especially after 2016, when U.S. legislators blocked the sale of about 26,000 M4 rifles.
Beijing provided rifles worth about $3.3 million to the Philippines police and guns worth $7.35
million to fight against extremists in the city of Marawi. Although India enjoys cordial relationship
with all ASEAN nations, it is unlikely that diplomatic hobnobbing alone will help garner the
grouping’s support for its Indo-Pacific strategy against China’s raw cash power and growing
military presence. ASEAN’s trade with China far surpasses that with India, and Chinese foreign
direct investment in ASEAN is nine times higher than India’s.

India also has so far failed to provide any concrete plans for its immediate neighbourhood in
South Asia, with countries like Nepal and Sri Lanka demonstrating interest in partnering with
China. Souring of relations with Nepal due to the 2015 fuel blockade and failed strategic
interventions in Sri Lanka have both undermined India’s regional leadership. On the other hand,
China’s multibillion dollar investments in Sri Lankan ports and cities have inched the country
much closer to China, and last year Sri Lanka handed over its Hambantota port to China on a
99-year lease. Under its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), China has over the years promised
billions to littoral states in the Indian Ocean Region to build a series of ports, something
resource-constrained India will find difficult to match.

ASEAN rising — on India-Southeast Asia cooperation
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However, the overt-assertiveness of China has driven many countries in East and Southeast
Asia to seek friendship with India, and today Indonesia and Singapore are looking to bolster
relations with India. ASEAN has a cultural affinity with India with its shared religious diversity,
ancient ties and a sizeable Indian diaspora in countries like Singapore and Malaysia. After the
U.S., India enjoys global soft power through its art, literature, music, dance and cinema. India is
perceived by many in East Asia as a friendly democracy, making the country a safe ally to have
in the long run. Japan has significantly increased its engagement with India and the two
countries enjoy robust military ties. India and Australia have initiated the ‘2+2’ dialogue signalling
Canberra’s interest in deepening a maritime security partnership with India. But India still has to
develop a strategy to leverage its soft power and optimise its military power to effectively counter
China’s cash and hard power.

With China, India can strike a better strategic bargain compared to the smaller states in the
region. For example, it would be difficult for China to take forward the BRI without participation
from India, which has reservations on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). By
demonstrating a willingness to join the BRI, India can positively influence China to reevaluate
the details of the CPEC. With a strategic partnership with China, India can better pursue its own
regional groupings like the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic
Cooperation (BIMSTEC) and Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal (BBIN) initiative. Since India
can’t match China’s resource spending, strategic understanding with China can help streamline
regional connectivity projects and help India gain influence in the region. At the SCO Summit,
Mr. Xi renewed China’s agreement with India on sharing data on the cross-border flow of waters
from the Brahmaputra during the flood season, and the two countries signed a protocol that
would enable all varieties of rice exports from India to China, a demand India has been pressing
for quite some time to rectify its adverse balance of payments against China. Mr. Xi has also
suggested a trade target of $100 billion by 2020, signalling a gradual thaw in relations.

India is clearly seeking its rightful place in the league of nations by outlining its geopolitical role,
particularly in the Indo-Pacific region. What remains to be seen is how, with limited resources,
India’s ambitions will play out against a resourceful and assertive China.

Syed Munir Khasru is chairman of the think tank, the Institute for Policy, Advocacy, and
Governance, and is based in Dhaka
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EASING TENSIONS: ON U.S.-MEXICO TRADE DEAL
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: NAFTA

Amid rising global trade tensions, there are some signs to hope that all is not lost. The United
States and Mexico on Monday reached a breakthrough bilateral trade agreement replacing
the decades-old North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) after Mexico agreed to
concessions demanded by the Donald Trump administration. According to the new agreement,
75% of all automobile content must be made regionally, which is higher than the current level of
62.5%. Further, 40-45% of such content must be manufactured using labour that costs at least
$16 an hour. The U.S. hopes that this will discourage manufacturers from moving their facilities
to Mexico, where labour is available at rates lower than in the U.S. It has also invited Canada to
join talks for a renegotiation of trade terms in favour of U.S. interests. Notably, the U.S.-Mexico
bilateral trade deal comes in the aftermath of President Trump’s statement in June that he might
enter into separate trade agreements with Canada and Mexico, thus effectively junking the
tripartite NAFTA deal. U.S. stocks rallied after news of the deal, with the Nasdaq Composite
index moving above the 8,000 level for the first time ever and the Dow Jones index breaking
above 26,000. The market reaction was probably a sign of relief, riding on hopes that tit-for-tat
tariff wars between the U.S. and its trade allies could now draw to a close. It is worth noting that
Mexico had earlier joined hands with other economies such as Canada, China and the
European Union to impose retaliatory tariffs against the U.S.

U.S., EU agree to ease trade tensions

Mexico’s decision could set an example for other countries which have resorted to retaliatory
tariffs to deal with Mr. Trump’s aggressive trade war against them. China has been at the
forefront of this approach, slapping tariffs on several U.S. goods, together worth billions of
dollars. There can be no doubt that Mr. Trump’s protectionist trade policy, including the current
deal which increases restrictions on cross-border trade in order to protect U.S. jobs, is bad for
the global economy. However, the best way to win the trade war against the U.S. may simply be
to accept “defeat” by refusing to double down on retaliatory tariffs. The reason for such a
response is simple. Retaliatory tariffs can only cause further harm to the world economy by
increasing the burden of taxes on the private sector, which is crucial to spur growth and create
jobs. Further, there is no reason for America’s trading partners, in an attempt to protect their
domestic producers, to repeat Mr. Trump’s mistake of depriving domestic consumers of access
to useful foreign goods. The right response to Mr. Trump’s trade war will be to abstain from any
mutually destructive tit-for-tat tariff regimes while simultaneously pushing for peace talks.
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U.S. HOPEFUL OF REACHING AGREEMENT WITH
CANADA ON A NEW NAFTA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: NAFTA

The United States hopes to strike a quick bargain with Canada after reaching an agreement with
Mexico this week on continent-wide trade, U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said on
Tuesday.

Canada’s Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland was due in Washington to begin talks later
Tuesday, one day after U.S. President Donald Trump suggested he could cut Ottawa out of any
final deal if disagreements persist in the year-long efforts to rewrite the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). “I think our objective is to try to get Canada aboard quickly,” Mr.
Mnuchin said on CNBC.

“The U.S. market and Canadian markets are very intertwined. It’s important for them to get this
deal and it’s important for us to get this deal.” Washington and Mexico City on Monday
announced that they had smoothed over disagreements, agreeing to a regular review process to
reauthorise the trade deal and higher wages for certain auto workers, among other matters.

Mr. Mnuchin said he was optimistic that Canada could be won over — but, like Mr. Trump, he
warned that absent an agreement with Ottawa, Washington could take a bilateral route.

Canada “will only sign a new NAFTA that is good for Canada”, a spokesman for Ms. Freeland
said Monday.
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UN HAS NO JURISDICTION ON IRAN SANCTIONS: U.S.
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: United Nations (UNO)

Jennifer Newstead, lawyer for the U.S. State Department.AFPJERRY LAMPEN  

The U.S. told UN judges on Tuesday that they had no jurisdiction to rule on Tehran’s demand for
them to order the suspension of sanctions against Iran.

Iran has argued that U.S. President Donald Trump breached a 1955 treaty with his decision to
reimpose the sanctions after withdrawing from a multilateral nuclear accord.

But U.S. State Department lawyer Jennifer Newstead told the International Court of Justice (ICJ)
in The Hague that it “lacks prima facie jurisdiction to hear Iran’s claims”.

She argued that the U.S. had the right to protect its national security and other interests. The
treaty “cannot therefore provide a basis for this court’s jurisdiction” in the case, she said.

In the first day of hearings at the ICJ on Monday, Iran’s lawyers said the sanctions were
threatening the welfare of its citizens and disrupting business deals.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-29

RAKSHA MANTRI VISITS KINGDOM OF THAILAND
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

Ministry of Defence

Raksha Mantri Visits Kingdom of Thailand

Posted On: 27 AUG 2018 8:06PM by PIB Delhi

Raksha Mantri Smt Nirmala Sitharaman is on an official bilateral visit to the Kingdom of Thailand
from 27 to 28 August 2018. Raksha Mantri held bilateral talks with Deputy Prime Minister and
Defence Minister of ThailandHis Excellency Gen. PrawitWongsuwon in Bangkok, today. She
also called on Prime Minister of Thailand His Excellency Gen. Prayuth Chan-o-cha.

During the meetings, both sides discussed a gamut of issues relating to defence cooperation
between India and Thailand. The Ministers welcomed the positive momentum and substantive
content of ongoing bilateral defence engagement and discussed measures to further enhance
and deepen defence cooperation between India and Thailand.

It was decided to step up military-to-military engagement by commencing bilateral navy
exercises. In addition, both countries will explore enhancement of ongoing joint exercises, the
MAITREE counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism Army Exercise as well as their SIAM
BHARAT Air Force exercise. Both sides would also expand cooperation on maritime security,
focussing on greater sharing of information to develop Maritime Domain Awareness. Raksha
Mantri offered additional training opportunities for the Royal Thai Army in India, including
through tailor made courses in specialised areas, which was welcomed by Thailand.

The Ministers also discussed stepping up defence industry and R&D cooperation. The two sides
identified specific areas for such engagement and would discuss this further through
institutionalised dialogue mechanisms.

Raksha Mantri and the Thai leadership also discussed regional security developments. Both
sides noted complementarities in their approaches to the Indo-Pacific region and decided to hold
regular consultations on issues of mutual interest.

Raksha Mantri welcomed Thailand’s forthcoming Chairmanship of ASEAN and as the ASEAN
country coordinator for India, which would create additional pathways for engagement between
India and Thailand, including under the ADMM Plus framework. In this context, the Defence
Minister of Thailand welcomed India’s initiative to host the inaugural BIMSTEC Army Exercise
and Conclave of Chiefs in India in September 2018 and confirmed Thailand’s participation.

SRR/NAo/Nampi/Rajib

(Release ID: 1544093) Visitor Counter : 363

Read this release in: Urdu , Tamil
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-30

2+2 TALKS TO FOCUS ON CHINA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Randall G. Schriver, Assistant Secretary of Defence.  

The first U.S.-India 2+2 dialogue next week in New Delhi will discuss regional and strategic
issues of Asia and “will also have some real outcomes”, said a senior official of the Donald
Trump administration. “China and how to respond to it will be front and centre” of the dialogue,
said Randall G. Schriver, Assistant Secretary of Defence for Asian and Pacific Security Affairs.

Mr. Schriver was talking at an event at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace on the
forthcoming meeting. U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and Secretary of Defense James
Mattis will be travelling to India for the dialogue, which has been postponed twice.

Legacy ties with Russia

The Trump administration is mindful of India’s legacy ties with Russia, but does not appreciate
its continuing defence cooperation with it, said Mr. Schriver, adding that he was not sure of
granting a waiver to India from sanctions if it went ahead with the planned purchase of S-400
missile defence system from Russia.

“We understand the historical nature of Russian relationships and the legacy involved here. We
want to have a conversation with the Indians not on the past, but on the future on this. Looking
at Russia’s future, that is not a country that you might want to have a relationship in the long run.
We will have significant concerns if India pursued purchase of new platforms and new
cooperation with Russia. I cannot specifically say what will happen if India continued with new
purchases,” said Mr. Schriver. Asked whether the U.S. would offer an alternative missile defence
platform, he said: “We are willing to talk to India about meeting its defence requirements and
alternatives. I can say we are willing to enter into that conversation.”

Mr. Schriver said the U.S. administration expected some concrete outcomes such as concluding
an enabling agreement on communication and expanding the scope of military exercises. He
also said that operationalising India-U.S. partnership in Asia would be part of the 2+2 agenda.

Asked by moderator Ashley Tellis how China fits into the India-U.S. ties, Mr. Schriver said the
U.S. does “not want to exclude the possibility that this (America’s Asia Pacific policy) is an
inclusive strategy”, but China was “demonstrating that they have different aspirations” for the
Asia-Pacific.

“In the world that we live in, countries are encouraged by China’s behaviour to coalesce with us,”
he said, citing the Belt and Road Initiative and militarisation of the South China Sea. “We also
need to have an alternative (to BRI), and we are talking to India on this. The same goes for
military strategy. This is the conversation that will have in Delhi,” he said.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-30

JOINT MILITARY EXERCISE IN RUSSIA ENDS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO

Exercise Peace Mission 2018, the joint military exercise of Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
(SCO), ended in Russia on Wednesday with the eight-member states undertaking joint training
on combating terrorism.

This is the first time India and Pakistan participated in the exercise, which began on August 24
at the firing ranges in Chebarkul.

“After intense training, the joint exercise concluded with multinational forces exhibiting their
combat power and dominance over the extremist groups in simulated realistic situation. The
closing ceremony showcased the immense talent and unique military ethos of all the member
nations,” the Army said in a statement.

India, China, Kazakhstan and Russia showcased their armoured and mechanised forces while
Pakistan has sent only Special Forces personnel. The Indian delegation was led by Lt. Gen
Satish Dua, Chief of Integrated Defence Staff.

China has welcomed the participation of the two south Asian countries in the exercise and said
stability between the two countries was “significant to the peace and development of the region
and the whole world.”
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2018-08-30

AN NSG MEMBERSHIP CAN OPEN NEW DOORS FOR
INDIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- Other groupings and agreements

As it has in the past, the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) will hold its second half-yearly plenary
in December. In diplomatic lockstep, New Delhi will lobby in the months beforehand, seeking to
get a consensus on India’s joining the international rules-making nuclear technology body. Given
India’s repeated failure to gain entry to this exclusive multilateral club, there will be more than a
little scepticism about the worth of so much diplomatic effort.

There can be little doubt that NSG membership is a prize worth aspiring for. India won an
exemption from the NSG’s layers of nuclear technology sanctions, thanks to the India-US
nuclear deal. However, in theory, such an exemption can be revoked by the NSG. Becoming a
full-fledged member remains the best guarantee against such a reversal. In part, India’s
determination to get NSG membership reflects the scars left behind by decades of nuclear
sanctions. There is a more pragmatic reason to join. India is unique in being a recognised
nuclear country exempt from NSG sanctions but is not a signatory to the comprehensive test
ban treaty. This grey legal status has hampered its ability to access higher-end nuclear
technology from Western companies. NSG membership would resolve this problem.

Given the implacable opposition showed by China to India’s joining the NSG, however, there is a
feeling that seeking membership is the political equivalent of tilting at windmills. While it makes
sense to keep reminding the other 47 members of the NSG that India remains interested in full
membership, it is not clear whether it is worthwhile for New Delhi to strike diplomatic deals over
this issue.

The only possible reason for India to put its back behind such efforts is a hope that Beijing may
have become more flexible on the issue. There might be some reason to believe this is the case.
The Chinese system has been rattled by its escalating trade war with the United States. There
are even a few signs of dissent within Beijing at Chinese leader Xi Jinping’s aggressive foreign
policy stance. China has signalled a desire for a less confrontational relationship with India this
year. There is no evidence that any of the underlying causes of Sino-Indian rivalry are being
addressed, but if even a temporary truce between the two countries possibly means Beijing can
be pressed on NSG membership, it is worth the effort. Diplomacy is as much about making
opportunities as it is about seizing them.
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REGIONAL INTEGRATION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: BIMSTEC

The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multisectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC)
summit in Kathmandu this week, which Prime Minister Narendra Modi is scheduled to attend,
will be another milestone for India after the BRICS-BIMSTEC Outreach Summit hosted by it in
2016, as the grouping has gradually emerged as a key vehicle to take forward India’s regional,
strategic and economic interests.

Two major factors have driven India’s interests in the BIMSTEC forum. A key reason for India to
reach out to its BIMSTEC neighbours has been the stagnation of the South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). This limited both the scope of India’s growing economic
aspirations as well as the role it could play in improving regional governance.

This, however, did not stop India from revitalising the SAARC grouping when opportunities
emerged. Two recent instances underscore its failed attempts. At the 18th SAARC Summit in
Kathmandu, in 2014, India proposed the SAARC Motor Vehicles Agreement. However, this
could not progress due to resistance from Pakistan. This compelled Bangladesh, Bhutan, India,
and Nepal (BBIN) to sign the BBIN Motor Vehicles Agreement in 2015. As Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said in Kathmandu, regional integration in South Asia would go ahead “through
SAARC or outside it, among all of us or some of us,” keeping the doors open for those outside to
join when they felt confortable to do so. Pakistan also opted out of the ambitious SAARC
Satellite project proposed by India, leading to a change in its name to the South Asia Satellite.
There is a tendency in some quarters to see India’s interests in BIMSTEC as part of its strategy
to isolate Pakistan and position BIMSTEC as an alternative to SAARC. The above instances
suggest otherwise.

The main motivation for India to push BIMSTEC is thus not Pakistan; rather, it is in the country’s
interest to ensure that the region does not lag behind and that an unstable neighbourhood does
not drag its growth. India’s desire to link South Asia to the economically dynamic Southeast Asia
is also part of this strategy.

The rationale behind making the BIMSTEC mechanism work is to reassure South Asia that the
region can work together to achieve common goals with India playing its due role.

There will be challenges for India from both within and outside. These will pose policy dilemmas.
India is currently the largest contributor to the BIMSTEC secretariat’s budget. India’s annual
contribution was 2 crore (or 32% of the total secretariat budget) for 2017-18. With the secretariat
planning to strengthen its capacity by increasing human resources and the number of officials
representing each member state, India may need to consider allocating more resources. India’s
generosity would be a key test of its commitment to the subregional grouping.

Another issue would be for India to counter the impression that BIMSTEC is an India-dominated
bloc, a problem that it faced for a long time in SAARC. In reality, the suspicion was mutual in
SAARC — while India was wary of the smaller neighbours ‘ganging up’ against it, the smaller
neighbours were worried that closer integration might lead to India’s domination.

Today, most of the smaller neighbours are more willing to engage so as to benefit from India’s
economic rise. Nonetheless, for internal political reasons, the same issue may re-emerge and
pose hurdles in the progress of BIMSTEC. To moderate such suspicions, India will need to show
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sensitivity to the concerns of smaller neighbours.

Another strategic challenge for India is that China has long desired to be part of the SAARC
grouping. Some SAARC members also have their own interests in bringing China into the
equation: they want it to balance India’s dominance. China has observer status in SAARC.
When this was given, it only increased the demand to make China a full member of SAARC.

India will have to carefully navigate the emerging regional geopolitics, as many of the elements
that made SAARC hostage to political rivalry and turned it into a defunct mechanism can re-
emerge in BIMSTEC.

Harsh V. Pant is Director, Studies, Observer Research Foundation (ORF), New Delhi, and
Professor of International Relations at King’s College London; K. Yhome is Senior Fellow at
ORF, New Delhi
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-30

TWO PLUS TWO TO TANGO: A LOOK AT WHAT THE
UPCOMING INDIA-U.S. DIALOGUE MEANS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA

Hard bargain: In his speech, Donald Trump called Narendra Modi ‘fantastic and beautiful’.   |
Photo Credit: Reuters

The India-U.S. “2+2” dialogue will see the External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and Defence
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman meet U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and Defence Secretary
James Mattis on September 6 in Delhi. The purpose is to get four key policymakers on the same
page. This stems from the idea that India-U.S. ties are increasingly strategic, and in recent
years, there have been concerns that while military ties and exercises have increased rapidly,
diplomatic convergences aren’t keeping pace. Conversely, despite close diplomatic exchanges,
key defence agreements have not yet been completed. Several deals and high technology
purchases require U.S. Congress clearance too, so it was felt necessary for the defence and
diplomatic arms of Delhi and Washington to meet. The talks will also review the U.S.’s South
Asia policy on Afghanistan and its Indo-Pacific strategy, both of which give India centre stage.

The idea for the meeting was discussed when Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited Washington
in June 2017 and was subsequently announced by U.S. President Donald Trump. However,
scheduling the four principals, each of whom has independently busy schedules, has been
difficult. The two sides were finally able to agree on a date in April 2018 in Washington, but the
meeting was put off after former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson was fired. Another date in July
was cancelled at the last minute as Mr. Pompeo had to fly to North Korea instead. Officials hope
the September date in Delhi will prove “third time lucky” and end commentary that the U.S.
administration was not giving the meeting due priority.

Ahead of the talks, a senior U.S. official said the 2+2 will discuss how to “operationalise India’s
status as a major defence partner”. Apart from discussions on various defence purchases
ranging from missile systems (NASAMS-II) to helicopters (24 Sikorsky MH-60 Romeo maritime
helicopters) to drones (predator-B), the two sides are expected to sign the Communications
Compatibility and Security Agreement (COMCASA) that has been pending for some years due
to objections in India over sharing critical information. U.S. restrictions on defence purchases
from Russia under the new CAATSA law will also be on the table for talks. Reports indicate that
India may also be prepared to set up a direct hotline on Defence between Ms. Sitharaman and
Mr. Mattis. Cooperation on fighting terrorism is expected to be a major issue for discussion and
India is likely to push for the UNSC designation of Jaish-e-Mohammad chief Masood Azhar as a
terrorist. Mr. Pompeo will fly into Delhi directly from Islamabad, and his engagement with the
new Pakistani government will be watched closely. The U.S. is also likely to push for India’s
support in its campaign against Iran, although its demand that the Modi government cut its
Iranian oil imports have thus far not borne fruit.

Trade is increasingly seen as a “strategic” issue in India-U.S. ties, and many of the economic
irritants in the relationship are expected to be discussed, including the U.S. demands on
lowering tariffs and subsidies, India’s impending action at the WTO against the U.S., the
Reserve Bank of India’s “data localisation” order, and price caps on medical devices. India is
also awaiting Mr. Trump’s response to an invitation to visit India sometime later this year or early
next year, possibly even for the Republic Day parade.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-31

NO TROOPS TO AFGHANISTAN, SAYS CHINA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Afghanistan

On the job:China’s Defence Ministry on Thursday rejected a media report that it is building a
military base in Afghanistan.AP  

The Chinese Defence Ministry on Thursday said it was neither setting up a military base in
Afghanistan nor was it sending troops to the strife-torn country.

The Ministry, however, acknowledged that China was supporting Afghanistan to develop its
defence and counterterrorism capacity. “China and the international community are all
supporting Afghanistan to strengthen its defence and counterterrorism building efforts,” Defence
Ministry spokesperson Wu Qian said during a press conference.

On Wednesday, the South China Morning Post reported that the construction of a base had
started, and “China will send at least one battalion of troops, along with weapons and
equipment, to be stationed there and provide training to their Afghan counterparts”.

Later, the daily updated its report quoting the Afghan embassy in Beijing as saying that China
was helping Afghanistan set up a mountain brigade in the country’s north to boost
counterterrorism efforts. But it stressed that “there will be no Chinese military personnel of any
kind on Afghan soil at any time”.

Security cooperation

The Chinese Defence Ministry corroborated the Afghan embassy statement that it was not
stationing troops in Afghanistan. “As for the so-called reports on China stationing forces in
Afghanistan, this does not accord with the facts,” Mr. Wu said.

However, in response to a question on China’s role in training an Afghan mountain brigade, the
spokesperson said China and Afghanistan had “normal military and security cooperation”.

The Hindu had reported on January 10, that China would fund construction of an Afghan
counterterrorism base in Badakhshan province to block cross-border infiltration of the ethnic
Uighur militants. The report cited Fergana News Agency (FNA), which quoted Gen. Dawlat
Waziri of the Afghan Defence Ministry, as saying that China would provide financial support to
build the base, whose precise location inside Badakhshan, in northern Afghansitan, was yet to
the determined.

Gen. Waziri had then said the Chinese side would cover all material and technical expenses for
this base — weaponry, uniforms for soldiers, military equipment and everything else necessary
for its functioning.

According to FNA, the decision to build the facility was taken during the December 2017 visit to
China by Afghan Defence Minister Tariq Shah Bahrami. During his visit, Mr. Bahrami had met
his former Chinese counterpart Chang Wanquan, and other senior officials. FNA said Mr.
Bahrami and Gen. Chang agreed that their counterterrorism focus should not only be confined to
Badakhshan, but Afghanistan’s entire northern region.

Flow of militants
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Afghan analysts said the largest group of Uighur militants already resides in Badakhshan, from
where they can rapidly shift to China, destabilising Xinjiang province and impeding Chinese
President Xi Jinping’s signature Belt and Road Initiative.

Earlier, Hu Shisheng, Director of the Institute of South and Southeast Asian and Oceanian
Studies at the China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations, had told The Hindu that
“those in Xinjiang who seek independence... choose the route between China, Tajikistan,
Afghanistan and even Pakistan to West Asia... We want to plug this flow between Xinjiang and
Tajikistan and Tajikistan and Afghanistan.”
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2018-08-31

RUSSIA, CHINA SET TO LAUNCH JOINT MILITARY
EXERCISES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed countries on India's
interests

Improving ties:A file photo of Russian President Vladimir Putin, left, with Chinese President Xi
Jinping .Reuters  

China will join Russia in a giant military exercise, sending a message of deterrence to the U.S.
which has designated Beijing and Moscow as “revisionist powers”.

The five-day Vostok 2018 exercises, to be held from September 11, will be bigger than Zapad
81 — the mammoth manoeuvres carried out in Eastern Europe by the former Soviet Union in
1981. Mongolia will be the third country participating in the drills.

The Vostok-2018 will involve 3,00,000 troops. They will engage in tri-service mock-operations
involving 1,000 military aircraft, two of Russia’s naval fleets and all its airborne units, Russian
Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu said on Tuesday.

Nearly 36,000 military vehicles will participate in the drills at Russia’s Tsugol training range in
the trans-Baikal region. China will dispatch about 3,200 troops, along with more than 900 pieces
of weaponry, as well as 30 fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters, Xinhua reported, citing China's
Ministry of National Defence.

Growing friction

These exercises are taking place amidst Washington’s growing friction with Russia and China.
The Pentagon’s national defence strategy unveiled in January focussed on Russia and China as
principle strategic challenges to the U.S.

In presenting the new strategy, U.S. Defence Secretary James Mattis called China and Russia
“revisionist powers”, that “seek to create a world consistent with their authoritarian models”.

He stressed that “great power competition, not terrorism, is now the primary focus of U.S.
national security”.

Russian foreign policy commentator Mark Sleboda was quoted by Sputnik as saying that the
upcoming exercises are “a clear indication to the U.S. that it’s a response to their national
security strategy, as well as a response to U.S. and NATO posturing in the South China Sea, in
the Taiwanese Straits, as well as… the permanent stationing of troops that we are seeing on
Russia’s western border”.
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PRIDE AND FOREIGN AID
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India's Foreign Policy evolution and changes

The Central government’s decision to decline offers of humanitarian aid from the United Arab
Emirates and other concerned countries for Kerala, in the aftermath of the worst flood in the
State in close to a century, is unfortunate. Whichever way one plays it, New Delhi’s
unwillingness to accept foreign aid reflects poor judgment, is bad optics, and goes against the
spirit of cooperative federalism. Moreover, this decision, when read with the National Democratic
Alliance government’s adversarial attitude towards foreign-funded NGO activism in the country,
suggests a sense of insecurity and paranoia that hardly befits a rising power.

While the government itself has been very cryptic in its response to the recent foreign aid offers,
those in support of the government’s informal decision have essentially made five sets of
arguments to justify the government’s decision. Let’s examine their merit.

The strongest argument by far for refusing foreign aid flows from past policy and practice. It is
argued that there is a policy in place since 2004, enunciated by the then Prime Minister,
Manmohan Singh, to not accept foreign aid in times of natural disasters. Dr. Singh had stated in
the wake of the tsunami in December that year, “We feel that we can cope with the situation on
our own and we will take their help if needed.” The practice thereafter has been to shun foreign
aid during natural calamities because the government has been confident of “coping with the
situation” using internal sources.

Accepting help: on UAE's aid to Kerala

However, it is important to note that the 2004 statement by Dr. Singh was a political articulation,
not a legal directive or policy document. In any case, his statement did not close the door to
external aid (“we will take their help if needed”). Does Kerala need help? Yes, it desperately
does. Former National Security Adviser Shivshankar Menon, in a recent tweet, explained the
2004 decision in the following words: “If memory serves, the 2004 decision was to not accept
foreign participation in relief but accept it for long term rehabilitation case by case.”

In any case, since 2004, various policy documents have explicitly and implicitly suggested that
the government may accept foreign aid during emergencies. The 2016 National Disaster
Management Plan states: “…if the national government of another country voluntarily offers
assistance as a goodwill gesture in solidarity with the disaster victims, the Central Government
may accept the offer.” Similarly, the National Policy on Disaster Management of 2009 and the
Disaster Management Act of 2005 are both positively inclined to coordinating with external
agencies and institutions for disaster relief. The 2009 document even argues — thoughtfully so
— that “disasters do not recognise geographical boundaries.”

In short, while the 2004 policy says that foreign aid can be accepted if need be, the 2016 policy
document states that the government “may” accept foreign aid. The question is whether the
situation in Kerala can persuade the Centre to operationalise the word “may” in a generous
manner.

The second argument against accepting foreign aid seems to flow from a sense of national
pride: that India is a not a poor country any longer and hence it doesn’t need anyone’s charity.
There was a time we were forced to go abroad with a begging bowl, but those days are over and
we can look after ourselves, goes the argument. Despite its powerful emotional appeal, this
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argument is misplaced at several levels. For one, it is misleading to say that only poor states
accept foreign aid in times of natural disasters. For instance, India’s offer of aid was accepted by
the U.S. in the wake of Hurricane Katrina in 2005, and by China after the 2008 Sichuan
earthquake. The reality is that countries reeling under natural calamities routinely accept
emergency aid from other countries irrespective of how rich or poor they are.

Govt. will meet Kerala’s needs through domestic efforts: MEA

The third argument is that India is self-sufficient and hence does not need relief material to deal
with natural disasters. Here, it is important to make a distinction between foreign aid during
normal periods and emergency humanitarian and reconstruction assistance. Besides, in the
case of Kerala, by providing only a fraction of the emergency and reconstruction assistance
requested by the State government despite repeated appeals, the Central government seems to
have implicitly indicated that there aren’t sufficient funds available. Although New Delhi has
taken the line that “in line with the existing policy, the government is committed to meeting the
requirements for relief and rehabilitation through domestic efforts,” its actions so far fly in the
face of this tall claim. So, if New Delhi is unable to heed Thiruvananthapuram’s urgent requests,
shouldn’t it let Kerala take help from outside?

Then there is the argument that foreign aid comes with strings attached. Yes, it has in the past,
especially developmental assistance from Western nations or the World Bank. Aid and loans
often came with demands of economic restructuring or resetting governance priorities, and an
occasional sermon on human rights. But there is again a fundamental difference between such
funding and humanitarian assistance. Hence the argument that UAE’s disaster relief to Kerala
would come with strings attached is ludicrous. Abu Dhabi’s rationale for offering aid to Kerala is
straightforward: the Malayali population in UAE has been crucial in its development, and the aid
offer is a recognition of that bond.

A related issue is the paranoia displayed by successive governments in New Delhi about the
‘foreign hand/s’ constantly trying to undermine the Indian state. This has increased over the
years, particularly under the current regime: consider the manner in which it cancelled the
Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act (FCRA) licenses of thousands of NGOs, including
Greenpeace and Amnesty, depriving them of foreign funding.

Ironically, even as New Delhi vows to continue the policy of not allowing foreign humanitarian
aid, and of restricting the activities of foreign-funded NGOs, it recently amended the FCRA to
allow foreign funding of Indian political parties.

The fifth argument is that airdropping monetary aid doesn’t help in the absence of pre-existing
administrative capacity for proper distribution, reconstruction and governance. In fact, some
would argue that monetary aid without a focus on governance capacity building is useless or
could even make the situation worse. While there is some merit in such an argument, this holds
little relevance to the case of Kerala which happens to be one of India’s best governed States.
What Kerala requires at the moment is monetary assistance, not lessons in governance.

New Delhi’s unilateral decision to not let humanitarian assistance reach a needy State also does
not befit the federal character of the country as the spirit of federalism demands that such crucial
decisions be taken after consultations with the stakeholders. The Union government should
consult the affected federating units, which have large populations to care for, before crucial
decisions of this nature are taken.

The argument here is not that India should seek/ receive regular foreign aid, but that it should
accept foreign aid in times of humanitarian emergency, as do several countries, including the
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U.S., China and Japan. Moreover, there is an urgent need to evolve sensible, practical and
empathetic guidelines on receiving emergency aid for the federal units in times of dire need.

Happymon Jacob teaches Disarmament and National Security at the School of International
Studies, JNU, New Delhi
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2018-08-31

INDIA MUST STAY THE COURSE IN MALDIVES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Indian Ocean Island nations

The diplomatic row between India and the Maldives has taken a turn for the worse with the
Indian Ocean archipelago calling for the withdrawal of two Indian military helicopters and
personnel posted there. Relations have been on the slide ever since President Abdulla Yameen
briefly imposed a state of emergency in February and defied a Maldives Supreme Court order
that called for the release of nine key opposition leaders who had been accused of treason.
Instead of taking steps to improve the political situation by reaching out to opposition leaders
ahead of the September 23 presidential election, Mr Yameen, perhaps emboldened by support
from China, has persisted with a confrontational approach and kept top opposition leaders such
as former president, Maumoon Abdul Gayoom, in custody. The opposition, including exiled
former president, Mohamed Nasheed, has repeatedly expressed concerns that the upcoming
election may be rigged. The opposition leaders have also called on India to intervene, if
necessary militarily, to end the impasse in the Maldives.

Reports have suggested that India is unlikely to immediately withdraw its two military helicopters
and some 50 personnel, whose visas have expired, at least till the elections. The Indian assets
are deployed at a location close to several islands that the Maldives has given to the Chinese to
develop. New Delhi has criticised Mr Yameen’s decision to go ahead with the presidential
elections before the rule of law has been restored. Of course, India is also concerned about the
Maldives’ growing proximity to China, which has used its Belt and Road Initiative to provide huge
loans for several key infrastructure projects in the Maldives, including the expansion of the
airport servicing the capital Male by a Chinese firm after an earlier contract with India’s GMR
Infrastructure was cancelled.

Under the current circumstances, India’s options for intervention in the Maldives are limited but it
must stay the course by keeping up the pressure on Mr Yameen’s government while maintaining
contacts with key opposition leaders such as Mr Nasheed. At the same time, it must be mindful
of the fact that antagonising the current dispensation in Male too much will only drive the island
nation closer to China. In this context, an Indian lawmaker’s comments about India “invading”
the Maldives certainly weren’t helpful. Tactful handling of the relationship is required as the fate
of some India-backed projects and Indian workers in the island chain also hangs in the balance.
Given the government’s stated policy of “neighbourhood first”, clearly some out of the box
thinking is required by the mandarins in South Block to address the situation.
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Source : www.pib.nic.in Date : 2018-08-31

FOURTH BIMSTEC SUMMIT DECLARATION,
KATHMANDU, NEPAL (AUGUST 30-31, 2018)
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: BIMSTEC

Prime Minister's Office

Fourth BIMSTEC Summit Declaration, Kathmandu, Nepal
(August 30-31, 2018)

"Towards a Peaceful, Prosperous and Sustainable Bay of
Bengal Region”

Posted On: 31 AUG 2018 12:40PM by PIB Delhi

We, the Prime Minister of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, the Chief Advisor of
the Kingdom of Bhutan, the Prime Minister of the Republic of India, the President of
the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, the Prime Minister of Nepal, the President of
the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, and the Prime Minister of the
Kingdom of Thailand, met in Kathmandu on 30-31 August 2018 for the Fourth
BIMSTEC Summit; and

Reaffirming the firm commitment to the principles and purposes of BIMSTEC as
enshrined in the 1997 Bangkok Declaration;

Recalling the Third BIMSTEC Summit Declaration (Nay Pyi Taw, 4 March 2014) and
the BIMSTEC Leaders’ Retreat Outcome Document (Goa, 16 October 2016);

Affirming the solemn commitment to making the Bay of Bengal Region peaceful,
prosperous and sustainable by building on our common strengths through our
collective efforts;

Being convinced that geographical contiguity, abundant natural and human
resources, rich historical linkages and cultural heritage present great potentials for
promoting deeper cooperation in identified core areas in the region;

Recognizing that eradication of poverty is the greatest regional challenge in
realization of development objectives and expressing firm commitment to working
together for the implementat ion of the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable
Development;Acknowledging that enhanced inter-linkages and inter-dependence
within the economies and societies in the BIMSTEC Member States provide greater
opportunity to advance regional cooperation;
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Underlining the importance of multidimensional connectivity, which promotes synergy
among connectivity frameworks in our region, as a key enabler to economic
integration for shared prosperity;

Taking into consideration the importance of trade and investment as one of the major
contributing factors for fostering economic and social development in the region.

Recognizing the special needs and circumstances of the least developed and land-
locked developing countries in the region and underlining the necessity to provide
meaningful support to their development process;

Recognizing that terrorism and transnational organized crimes continue to pose a
great threat to international peace and security including in the BIMSTEC countries
and stressing that combating terrorism and transnational organized crimes require
sustained efforts and cooperation and comprehensive approach involving active
participation and collaboration of the Member States;

Reaffirming strong commitment to making BIMSTEC a dynamic, effective and result-
oriented regional organization for promoting a peaceful, prosperous and sustainable
Bay of Bengal Region through meaningful cooperation and deeper integration;

Stressing the need for a fair, just, rule-based, equitable and transparent international
order and reaffirming faith in the multilateralism with the United Nations at the centre
and the rule-based international trading system;

Underscoring the importance of robust institutional arrangements to effectively
steering the process of regional cooperation under BIMSTEC;

Taking Note of the participation and concurrence by the Chief Advisor of the Interim
Government of Bhutan to the Summit decisions and its outcome documents on an ad
referendum basis, as these are subject to endorsement by the next elected
government;

Do hereby:

 

Recall the principles enshrined in the 1997 Bangkok Declaration and
reemphasize that cooperation within BIMSTEC will be based on respect for the
principles of sovereign equality, territorial integrity, political independence, non-
interference in internal affairs, peaceful co-existence and mutual benefit.

1.

Agree to intensify our efforts to realize the objectives and purposes of BIMSTEC
as embodied in the 1997 Bangkok Declaration, and reiterate our pledge to work
collectively towards making BIMSTEC a stronger, more effective and result-
oriented organization for achieving a peaceful, prosperous and sustainable Bay
of Bengal Region.

2.
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Resolve to achieve, leveraging on BIMSTEC’s unique position as a bridge linking
South and Southeast Asia, an enhanced level of economic and social
development in the region, and remain fully committed to consolidate and
deepen cooperation among Member States towards transforming our
organization into an effective platform to promote peace, prosperity and
sustainability.

3.

Deplore terrorist attacks in all parts of the world including in BIMSTEC countries
and strongly condemn terrorism in all its forms and manifestations wherever and
by whomsoever committed and stress that there can be no justification
whatsoever for any act of terrorism. Affirm that the fight against terrorism should
target not only terrorists, terror organizations and networks but also identify and
hold accountable States and non-State entities that encourage, support or
finance terrorism, provide sanctuaries to terrorists and terror groups and falsely
extol their virtues. Reiterate our strong commitment to combat terrorism and call
upon all countries to devise a comprehensive approach in this regard which
should include preventing financing of terrorists and terrorist actions from
territories under their control, blocking recruitment and cross-border movement
of terrorists, countering radicalization, countering misuse of internet for purposes
of terrorism and dismantling terrorist safe havens.

4.

Repose our faith unequivocally in the principles and purposes of the Charter of
the United Nations and strive to strengthen the multilateral system by reforming
its rules, institutions and instruments to make it relevant to contemporary global
challenges and agree to work together to present a collective voice to safeguard
our collective interests for a fair, just, rule-based, equitable and transparent world
order.

INSTITUTIONAL REFORM
 

5.

Decide to task the BIMSTEC Secretariat to prepare a preliminary draft of the
charter for the organization, building on the 1997 Bangkok Declaration, defining
a long-term vision and priorities for cooperation, clearly delineating roles and
responsibilities of different layers of institutional structure and decision-making
processes, for consideration by the BIMSTEC Permanent Working Committee
(BPWC) and other higher bodies with a view to adopting it by the Fifth Summit;
and agree to task the BPWC to develop the Rules of Procedure (RoP) for the
BIMSTEC Mechanisms.

6.

Decide to establish a BIMSTEC Permanent Working Committee to deal with
administrative and financial matters of the Secretariat and the BIMSTEC Centers
and Entities, as well as to prepare schedule of meetings, prioritize and
rationalize the organization’s activities.

7.

Direct the relevant Ministries/national agencies of our respective governments to
explore the possibility of establishing a BIMSTEC Development Fund (BDF), at
an appropriate time, with voluntary contributions from the Member States, which
will be utilized for research and planning of BIMSTEC and financing of projects,
programmes and other activities of BIMSTEC Centers and Entities as agreed
upon by the Member States.

8.

Agree to enhance the institutional capacity of the BIMSTEC Secretariat,
including through financial and human resources, in order to enable it to

9.
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coordinate, monitor and facilitate implementation of BIMSTEC activities and
programmes; and initiate project proposals as agreed by the Member States as
well as fulfil any other responsibility entrusted to it in an effective and efficient
manner and agree to raise the numbers of Directors to seven, one from each
Member State, in a staggered manner.
Acknowledge the importance of enhancing the visibility and stature of BIMSTEC
in international fora by, inter alia, forging common positions, as appropriate, on
issues of common interest and seeking group recognition in various multilateral
organizations, institutions and processes.

10.

Emphasize the need to accelerate progress in the core areas of cooperation
and to review, restructure and rationalize the existing areas of BIMSTEC
cooperation and streamline the operational modalities for activities,
implementation of programmes and projects under BIMSTEC for bringing out
tangible results. Welcome Thailand’s concept paper on the Reprioritization of
BIMSTEC Pillars of Cooperation proposing to streamline to five pillars which will
be subjected to further discussion in the BIMSTEC Permanent Working
Committee.

11.

Agree to take up on priority basis the legal documents and instruments that are
pending for internal approval process for finalization and ratification.

12.

Commend the role of Lead Countries for the progress made in the respective
sectors, as annexed to this declaration, and encourage them to accelerate their
efforts to make further progress.

13.

Express our appreciation for former Secretary-General Mr. Sumith Nakandala’s
valuable contribution in advancing the work of BIMSTEC during his tenure and
welcome the appointment of Mr. M. Shahidul Islam of Bangladesh as the
Secretary General of BIMSTEC.

14.

Convey deep appreciation to Nepal for the able stewardship of BIMSTEC from
March 2014 and welcome Sri Lanka as the new Chair of BIMSTEC.

15.

Reiterate the commitment to timely holding of Summit and other meetings of the
BIMSTEC mechanisms to intensify the process of regional cooperation.

16.

Agree to make our directives, commitments and statements of our positions on
sectoral review expressed at the Annexure as part of this Declaration.

17.

Express our sincere appreciation to the Government of Nepal for the warm
hospitality and the excellent arrangements made for the Summit.

18.

 

Annex to the Fourth BIMSTEC Summit Declaration

Sectoral Review

Poverty Alleviation

 

Reiterate our commitment to the eradication poverty in the Bay of Bengal Region
by 2030 in line with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and call for
effective implementation of the BIMSTEC Poverty Plan of Action and for gearing

1.
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up efforts of all sectors to contribute to the over-arching goal of poverty
alleviation.
Express commitment to nurturing our workforce by taking concrete measures to
provide decent job opportunities for them through increased investment in
service and productive sectors of national economy.

Transport and Communications (Connectivity)
 

2.

Reiterate our resolve to establish seamless multi-modal transportation linkages
and smooth, synchronized and simplified transit facilities through the
development, expansion and modernization of highways, railways, waterways,
sea routes, airways in the region and direct our respective authorities to speed
up their efforts to conclude the BIMSTEC Coastal Shipping Agreement and the
BIMSTEC Motor Vehicle Agreement as early as possible taking into account the
special circumstances and needs of the Member States.

3.

Note with satisfaction the preparation of the draft BIMSTEC Master Plan on
Transport Connectivity and call for its early adoption and thank the Asian
Development Bank for providing support to prepare the Master Plan and task the
BIMSTEC Transport Connectivity Working Group (BTCWG) to work out the
modalities for its implementation, giving due attention to the special
circumstances and needs of the Member States. We agree that the Master Plan
would serve as a strategic document that guides actions and promotes synergy
among various connectivity frameworks, such as the ASEAN Master Plan on
Connectivity 2025 (MPAC 2025), the Ayeyawady - Chao Phraya- Mekong
Economic Cooperation Strategy (ACMECS), to achieve enhanced connectivity
and sustainable development in our region.

4.

Decide to establish a Working Group to deal with information technology and
communications related matters with a view to provide greater access, more
affordable and high-speed internet and mobile communications to the peoples of
the region. In this regard, we welcome the offer of the Government of India to
host a BIMSTEC Ministerial Conclave at the India Mobile Congress 2018 being
held in New Delhi from 25-27 October 2018 on the theme "New Digital Horizons:
Connect, Create, Innovate”, and encourage all Member States to participate in it.

Trade and Investment
 

5.

Renew our commitment to an early conclusion of BIMSTEC Free Trade Area
(FTA) negotiations, and direct the BIMSTEC Trade and Economic Ministerial
Meeting (TEMM) and its subsidiary bodies including the Trade Negotiating
Committee (TNC) to expedite finalization of all related Agreements of the
BIMSTEC FTA as early as possible; and express our satisfaction on the
progress of negotiation on the Agreement on Trade in Goods and the Agreement
on Customs Cooperation and also direct our respective Ministries/Agencies to
participate regularly in TNC Meetings.

6.

Agree to revitalize the activities of BIMSTEC Business Forum and BIMSTEC
Economic Forum to further strengthen Government–Private sector cooperation
for the promotion of trade and investment and task the Expert Group on
BIMSTEC Visa Matters to continue negotiation for finalization of the modalities

7.
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for the BIMSTEC Visa Facilitation.
Welcome the offer of India to host a BIMSTEC Startup Conclave in December
2018, and encourage all Member States to participate in it.

Counter Terrorism and Transnational Crime
 

8.

Reiterate our position that terrorism continues to pose a serious threat to peace
and stability in our region and reaffirm our strong commitment to combat
terrorism in all its forms and manifestations and agree to taking appropriate
measures in this regard.

9.

Look forward to the signing of the BIMSTEC Convention on Mutual Legal
Assistance in Criminal Matters; call upon the Member States for its early
ratification and express satisfaction that many Member States have ratified the
BIMSTEC Convention on Cooperation in Combating International Terrorism,
Transnational Organized Crime and Illicit Drug Trafficking and call upon the
remaining Member State to do so.

10.

Express our determination to strengthen cooperation and coordination among
the law enforcement, intelligence and security agencies; and decide to hold
meetings at the level of BIMSTEC Home Ministers and continue with the
BIMSTEC National Security Chiefs meetings as part of promoting cooperation
and coordination on counter terrorism and transnational crimes.

11.

Welcome the offer of Thailand to host the Third Meeting of the BIMSTEC
National Security Chiefs in March 2019.

Environment and Disaster Management
 

12.

Encourage closer cooperation in disaster management through sharing of
information, including early warning system, adoption of preventive measures,
rehabilitation and capacity building and agree to build on the existing capacities
in the region and decide to establish an Inter-governmental Expert Group to
develop a plan of action to improve preparedness and coordination for
responding to natural disasters in the Bay of Bengal Region.

Climate Change
 

13.

Express our serious concerns over environmental degradation, adverse impact
of climate change and global warming on the fragile Himalayan and mountain
eco-systems and their inter-linkages with the Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean
and resolve to strengthen cooperation to protect and preserve the environment
to address, inter alia, the adverse impact of climate change on the lives and
livelihoods of our peoples; explore the possibility to establish an Inter-
governmental Expert Group to develop a plan of action for collective response
to climate change for the region; reaffirm our commitments to operationalize the
Paris Agreement, in accordance with principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities (CBDR & RC), taking into account
different national circumstances and equity.

Energy

14.
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Recognize the high potentials of energy resources in the region, particularly
renewable and clean energy sources, and agree to expedite our efforts to
develop a comprehensive plan for energy cooperation by working closely with
each other within the region and decide to constitute an intergovernmental
group of experts to enhance energy cooperation including in hydro-power and
other sources of renewable energy.

15.

Remain committed to providing uninterrupted and affordable power supply for
the economic development of our peoples, including through energy trade;
welcome the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding on BIMSTEC Grid
Interconnection and instruct the relevant agencies to take concrete measures to
initiate harmonization of technical, planning and operational standards for
removing barriers to grid interconnections and also ensure early establishment
of a BIMSTEC Grid and call for an early operationalization of the BIMSTEC
Energy Centre in order to strengthen energy cooperation in the region.

Technology
 

16.

Agree to enhance cooperation for development, access and sharing of
affordable technologies – including for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises for
promoting sustainable development across sectors and welcome the efforts of
the Member States towards the signing of the Memorandum of Association on
the Establishment of BIMSTEC Technology Transfer Facility in Sri Lanka.

17.

Also agree to focus cooperation in human resources development and
education for the advancement of technology in the region, keeping in mind the
need to address the disruptive impacts of technology

Agriculture
 

18.

Decide to deepen cooperation in the agricultural and allied sectors, including
crops, livestock and horticulture, farm machinery and harvest management so
as to increase productivity and profitability of agricultural produce in a
sustainable manner; task the relevant authorities to intensify cooperation to
attain food and nutritional security; and preserve and promote knowledge about
traditional farming by appropriately linking both traditional and modern farming,
and reducing costs, enhancing income and mitigating risks for farming
communities, with the objective of facilitating agricultural trade among member
countries and making contribution to the poverty alleviation, job creation, and
improvement of quality of life of the masses in our nations.

19.

Welcome the offer of Myanmar to host the 1st BIMSTEC Ministerial Meeting on
Agriculture by 2019 and the offer of India to host the BIMSTEC Seminar on
Climate Smart Farming Systems in 2019.

Fisheries
 

20.

Stress on continued cooperation in conservation, management and sustainable
use of marine resources in the region; agree to deepen cooperation in fisheries
to ensure food security and improve livelihoods of people in our region and task

21.
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the relevant national agencies to explore the possibility of meaningful
collaboration to promote sustainable marine fisheries and direct the relevant
authorities to explore how the landlocked Member States can benefit from
inland fisheries.

Public Health
 
Agree to expand cooperation in our efforts to address non-communicable
diseases as well as trans-national public health issues that threaten the
economic and social progress of the peoples of BIMSTEC region, including HIV
and AIDS, malaria, dengue, tuberculosis, viral influenza-including avian and
swine influenza and other emerging public health threats; note the progress in
traditional medicine cooperation; remain committed to continuing the
collaborative activities in this field; encourage active cooperation among
concerned agencies including in the area of traditional medicine through
exchange of information, sharing of experience, training of personnel and other
concrete programmes to prevent and contain them; and express appreciation to
Thailand for their efforts for cooperation in traditional medicine.

People-to-People Contacts
 

22.

Resolve to build a deeper understanding and trust among Member States and
promote people-to-people contacts at various levels; note with satisfaction the
activities of the BIMSTEC Network of Policy Think Tanks (BNPTT) in enhancing
public awareness about BIMSTEC and direct the relevant agencies to finalize
the terms of reference (ToR) of BNPTT.

23.

Agree to explore possibility of establishing appropriate BIMSTEC forums for
parliamentarians, universities, academia, research institutes, cultural
organizations and media community to expand the scope of people-to-people
contacts.

Cultural Cooperation
 

24.

Emphasize the need to enhance cultural exchange among Member States to
further strengthen the historic cultural ties among our peoples; promote mutual
respect and tolerance for cultural diversity; underscore the importance of
Buddhism as a connecting thread in the region; and remain committed to giving
a clear manifestation to this by establishing a Buddhist Circuit.

25.

Agree to hold meetings of BIMSTEC Cultural Ministers and BIMSTEC Cultural
Festival at regular intervals; welcome the offer of Bangladesh to hold the 2nd
BIMSTEC Ministerial Meeting on Culture and 1st BIMSTEC Cultural Festival;
and strongly encourage our respective Cultural Ministers to participate in these
two important events.

Tourism
 

26.

Agree to take concrete steps to promote intra-BIMSTEC tourism; task the
relevant authorities to devise strategies considering the emerging opportunities

27.
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and building on the past initiatives including the "Plan of Action for Tourism
Development and Promotion for the BIMSTEC Region” adopted in Kolkata in
2005 and reinforced by the 2nd BIMSTEC Tourism Ministers Round Table and
Workshop in Kathmandu in 2006; agree to take concrete measures to facilitate
tourism by ensuring safety and security of tourists, and smooth transport
connectivity; reaffirm our commitment to developing and promoting Buddhist
Tourist Circuit, Temple Tourist Circuit, ancient cities trail, eco-tourism and
medical tourism; and welcome the offer of Nepal to host a BIMSTEC tourism
conclave in Nepal in 2020, coinciding with the Visit Nepal Year 2020.

Mountain Economy
 
Underscore the necessity of making concrete efforts to ensure the conservation
of mountain ecosystems, including their bio-diversity in order to support
sustainable development; welcome the concept note on promoting mountain
economies in BIMSTEC countries developed by Nepal to promote cooperation
in this area; and decide to establish an Inter-governmental Expert Group to
develop an action plan.

Blue Economy
 

28.

Emphasize the importance of blue economy and agree to cooperate in this
sector for the sustainable development in the region and decide to establish an
Inter-governmental Expert Group to develop an action plan on blue economy,
keeping in mind the special needs and circumstances of the landlocked
Member States.

29.

Note with satisfaction the hosting of International Blue Economy Conference in
Bangladesh in 2017 with participation of government representatives from
BIMSTEC Member States.

30.

 

***
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